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THIRD ANNUAL BERNALILLO COUNTY 
THINK LOCAL FIRST GUIDE

The members of the Central New Mexico Green
Chamber are innovative, courageous businesses and
organizations. Each one has made a commitment to
investing in people and our community, protecting
our land and our water, and creating long-term
profits and fiscal visibility- The triple bottomline.

Stacy Snyder /coordinator/production manager for
the 2015 Think Local Guide
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Dateline: England
A British Airways flight en route to Dubai was
forced to make an emergency landing due to a
“smelly poo.” According to the Telegraph, the
plane turned around and came back to London
just 30 minutes into its 7-hour flight. Cabin
crew were reportedly unable to prevent a
pungent odor from emanating from one of the
ship’s toilets, and the plane returned home for
“health and safety reasons.” Hertsmere
councilor Abhishek Sachdev was on the plane
and tweeted, “Insane! Our BA flight to Dubai
returned back to Heathrow because of a smelly
poo in the toilet!” According to Sachdev, the
pilot told passengers the smell was not due to a
technical fault with the plane. Speaking to the
MailOnline, Sachdev said the pilot described
the stench as coming from “liquid fecal
excrement. Those are the words he used.”
Passengers had to wait 15 hours for another
flight. “We are sorry for the discomfort to our
customers,” British Airways said in a
statement. “We provided them with hotel
accommodation and rescheduled the flight to
depart the next day.”

Dateline: California
Police in Madera, Calif., say 23-year-old car
theft suspect Jose Espinoza tried to avoid arrest
by disguising himself with a can of spray paint.
Shockingly, it did not work. On Saturday,
March 14, Espinoza reportedly fled from a
stolen car parked near his home. Espinoza
returned to his home where he used a can of
black spray paint to cover his face. He then
“attempted to hide against a white wall in the
home’s yard,” police spokesperson Josiah
Arnold told FOX6Now.com. In a sarcastic
Facebook post, the City of Madera Police
Department summarized the entire incident:
“Last night Jose Espinoza fled from a stolen car.
Officers arrested Jose later in the evening after
he fled a second time. This time Jose spray
painted his face black in an attempt to
camouflage himself. The camouflage was

ODDS
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WEIRD NEWS

ineffective.” Espinoza was arrested for receiving
stolen property, and his bail was set at $35,000.

Dateline: Indiana
A motorist who has had his driver’s license
suspended 68 times in the last 14 years will
finally spend some time behind bars. Repeat
offender Dustin Wheeler, 33, was sentenced by
Putnam County Judge Denny Bridges to serve
20 days in jail after he pleaded guilty to driving
with a suspended license. “I was a state trooper
for 27 years,” the judge remarked during the
trial, “and I’ve never seen someone with 68
suspensions.” Wheeler already owes more than
$1,875 in unpaid fines and fees, dating back to
1999. Despite the latest conviction, Putnam
County Prosecutor Tim Bookwalter told the
Greencastle Banner-GraphicWheeler will only

spend 10 days in jail thanks to a new state law
that went into effect last year. The new law is
designed to keep traffic offenders out of jail or
prison. “They [legislators] thought we’ve been
too hard on them,” Bookwalter said. “But
you’ve got someone with 68 suspensions, and
they’re taking away our ability to lock them
up? You think he’s going to get better?”
Unsurprisingly (and ineffectually), Judge
Bridges also suspended Wheeler’s driver’s
license for an additional 90 days.

Dateline: California
Following widespread criticism the Archdiocese
of San Francisco has agreed to remove a
sprinkler system designed to soak homeless
people seeking shelter in the doorways of St.
Mary’s Cathedral. The system, which sprays

water onto the ground around the church for
about 75 seconds every 30 to 60 minutes, was
installed two years ago. Stories about the
church’s anti-homeless system started
circulating on the internet recently, causing a
backlash against the seemingly uncharitable
attitude toward the city’s destitute. In a
statement the Archdiocese said its “intentions
have been misunderstood and [we] recognize
that the method used was ill-conceived. It
actually has had the opposite effect from what it
was intended to do, and for this we are very
sorry.” The Washington Post also pointed out
that the system violated the city’s water use
laws. The San Francisco Department of
Building Inspection apparently checked out the
building earlier this month and issued a notice
for the church’s “unpermitted downspout.” a
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OPINION | COUNCIL WATCH

Retaining APD’s Finest
BY CAROLYN CARLSON

W
hat does it take to keep experienced
officers in the Albuquerque Police
Department? This was one

of the topics on a quiet night
for the Albuquerque City
Council at its March 16
regular meeting. With less
than 100 people
attending, councilors took
care of business that
included a number of
appointments to city
boards, commissions and
committees, and a
proclamation in support
of the upcoming 22nd
annual César Chávez Day
set for March 28. Councilor
Rey Garduño questioned the
administration about what was
happening with the homeless residents.
Deputy Chief Administrative Officer Gilbert
Montaño said the city administration was
not in support of a permanent tent city. On
Tuesday Mayor Richard Berry announced
$2.05 million in funding to five local
nonprofits to provide shelter, food and other
services to people who are poor, homeless or
have mental health problems.

The Issue: Keeping
experienced officers on
Albuquerque’s police force
Councilor Diane Gibson sponsored a bill to
conduct an anonymous survey to find out
what the city can do to retain our more
experienced police officers. The survey
comes with a $5,000 price tag and will ask
52 officers who either recently retired or are
eligible to retire what the department can do
to keep experienced officers on the job
longer. The city police department has seen
the total number of sworn officers tumble
from approximately 1,099 in 2010 to about
901 currently. The actual number of officers
on the streets hovers around 650. Survey
results are expected back in May.

Council take
The council would like to see a stable 1,000
officers on city streets. Councilor Gibson said
she hopes the survey will provide
information that can be used to retain more
officers. This was postponed from the last
council meeting. There was no discussion at
this week’s meeting, but at the last council
meeting, Gibson said she was prompted to do
the survey because last year was a tough year
for the department with more than 50
officers retiring. Gibson said the information
gleaned would help the city understand why
officers are leaving when they could stay on a
few more years. The bill passed unanimously.

Reporter’s take
Word from some city beat cops is that
Burque is a rough town to be a cop in right
now, what with additional pressures from

the Department of Justice peering
over shoulders, changes in
benefits and the chronic low
morale due in part to local and
national scrutiny that has
exposed some of the
department’s bloodiest
laundry. This survey is
limited in its scope and
should have been expanded
to include all mid-career
officers, especially those
who left the police
department for better
opportunities and those
who are considering a move

to a different law enforcement
agency.

Other council actions
included:
Approved: An amendment to the Winrock
Town Center Tax Increment Development
Districts 1 and 2 Master Development
Agreement to allow bonds to be sold early
to finance the next phase of the Winrock
center development. The bonds will be sold
in May, so we should see the money at work
by mid summer. This $120 million phase is
being funded with $80 million in private
financing and $40 million coming from the
Winrock area’s self-imposed TIDs. This is a
great example of public/private partnerships
working together to turn a blighted eyesore
back into a unique retail destination.
Postponed: Adopting the Bikeways and

Trails Facility Plan until the April 6
meeting. The purpose of the plan is to
provide a well-connected, safe, non-
motorized transportation and recreation
system of trails throughout the city. The
plan has been through the public vetting
and comment process for the last six years.
It was postponed to allow for more time to
review proposed last-minute amendments. I
urge all of the city’s bicycle riders to check
out this plan and use the city’s extensive
trails.
Agreement: The Albuquerque Press Club

and the city came to an agreement over the
shared use of a parking lot adjacent to the
club and the soon-to-be renovated Highland
Park located on High Street. The council
approved withdrawing the pending appeal
filed by the Press Club. a

The next regular meeting of the City Council is
Monday, April 6, in the Council Chambers in the
basement of City Hall. You can also view it live on

GOV TV Channel 16 or at cabq.gov/govtv.

buy * sell*trade
exchange tomorrow

buy * sell*trade

NOB HILL:  3005 Central Av. NE • 262-0098
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OPINION | ¡ASK A MEXICAN!

BY GUSTAVO ARELLANO

D
ear Mexican: Why are
we put down by our
own people for being

educated and articulate
(I’ve been called
gabacho, and I’m as
brown as the next
guy), while the
Anglos accept us for
being smart? I work
in Santa Ana as a
high school teacher
and am considered very
good at what I do, but
when I meet with the
Mexican parents, it almost
borders on mistrust. What is it—
envy, paranoia, jealousy?

—Smart Mexican American Reading
Teacher Asking Serious Stuff

Dear SMARTASS Wab: Don’t flatter yourself
too much. Anti-intellectualism is rampant in
American life—witness this country electing
Dubya as president for two terms, liberals
slobbering over Hillary Clinton, and
conservatives elevating Michelle Malkin and
Hugh Hewitt to sabios when the thinking part
of this country rightfully relegates them to
pendejo pendejos. But tell you what: You’re
enlightened, so guide those hater Mexicans to
the Light. Let them know that the only way
to get ahead in this country is to be educated
and articulate—and then guide them to me
instead of your arrogant ass.

D
ear Mexican: When I’m around my
workers, I keep hearing the word
“camote,” and they are not speaking

about yams. What is the slang use of
“camote”?

—The Gabacho from Sylmar

Dear Gabacho: Usually, it means “penis”;
every once in a while, it can mean a cerote,
which means a “turd.” Ain’t Mexican
Spanish slang grand?

D
ear Mexican: I know they’re biased, and
I’ve no doubt only the most incendiary
shots were used. But I was watching

YouTube last night, and
there were a lot of videos
concerning the amnesty
marches from a couple of
years ago. Naturally one-
sided, I still couldn’t help
but notice two recurring
themes: One was
Mexicans burning,
stomping and
desecrating the
American flag. Another
was Mexicans consistently
using the terms “racist” or

“Nazi” to describe American
citizens, born or naturalized, who

oppose amnesty. Certainly, sympathy
for the cause was not a goal of this march.
What is your take on that?

—Old Glory Gary

Dear Gabacho: I’ve been to immigration
protests where Know Nothings assaulted
peaceful protesters and burned the Mexican
flag. I’ve seen immigration protests where
gabachas called little kids “cockroaches” and
“savages” and gabachos menaced college
students. I’ve seen immigration protests
where Know Nothings spewed all sorts of
modern-day blood libel on Mexicans, with
little fear of reprisal. I agree that burning
American flags ain’t going to win anyone
over to amnesty, but at least the only people
on our side who support such moves are
indigenazis and yaktivists who grow out of it.
Your side, on the other hand, not only
condones the boorishness of your worst Know
Nothings—you elect them again and again to
office because of those tactics. Or do you
think the only reason Sheriff Joe Arpaio has
stayed in office so long is because of his
porcine good looks? a

Ask the Mexican at themexican@askamexican.net.
Be his fan on Facebook. Follow him on Twitter
@gustavoarellano or follow him on Instagram

@gustavo_arellano!
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Community
Calendar

THURSDAY MARCH 26
20TH ANNUAL ADVOCACY IN ACTION CONFERENCE The New

Mexico Crime Victims Reparation Commission presents this
conference featuring national and regional speakers.
Marriott Pyramid (5151 San Francisco NE). 821-3333.
alibi.com/e/135236.

AED QUARTERLY INVESTORS’ LUNCHEON Albuquerque
Economic Development Inc. hosts this luncheon to update
the business community about new and expanding
companies. Sandia Resort & Casino (30 Rainbow NE).
$35-$65. 11:30am-1pm. 246-6208.
alibi.com/e/134985.

BUCKET COMPOSTING WITH THE BOKASHI METHOD Learn
how to turn food scraps into plant-ready nutrients. Highland
Senior Center (131 Monroe NE). 9:30-11:30am.
929-0414. alibi.com/e/131107.

EDUCATORS NIGHT: ONLY IN ALBUQUERQUE An educators
only night in the Museum’s new history exhibit, Only in
Albuquerque. Albuquerque Museum of Art and History
(2000 Mountain NW). 5-7:30pm. 243-7255.
alibi.com/e/126087.

GET HIP TO HYPNOSIS: ADVENTURES IN MEDITATION,
RELAXATION, AND TRANCE Enjoy this tranquil journey into
what Maharishi Mahesh Yogi calls that “infinite reservoir of
creative intelligence” within each of us. PEP Office
(149 Jackson NE). $10. 7:30-9:30pm. 280-0116.
alibi.com/e/134510.

INTRO TO SKELETAL BIOLOGY Join the Maxwell Museum of
Anthropology and become a novice biologist, using
instruments to compare features of skull casts and more.
Cherry Hills Library (6901 Barstow NE). 4-5pm. 857-8321.
alibi.com/e/133140.

THE JADE EGG: EGGSTATIC PRACTICES FOR A VIBRANT SEX
LIFE This class introduces women to the powerful and
ancient practices of Sacred Daoist Sexuality. Self Serve
(3904 Central SE). $15-$20. 7:30pm. 265-5815.
alibi.com/e/132639.

NOB HILL OPEN LATE Have an early dinner or shop and have a
late dinner. Participating retailers have weekly promotions
and events. Nob Hill Main Street (on Central between
Washington and Girard). Noon-8pm. alibi.com/e/135894.

POSITIVE ENERGY SOLAR: RIBBON CUTTING & COMMUNITY
APPRECIATION EVENT Join Positive Energy Solar and
celebrate job creation and expansion with a move to their
new Albuquerque facility. Positive Energy Solar (3600 Pan
American Fwy. NE). 4:30pm-midnight.
alibi.com/e/136247.

SO GOD MADE A FARMER A roundtable discussion during
which farmers discuss land that has been passed down
through generations. Old San Ysidro Church (966 Old
Church, Corrales). 7pm. alibi.com/e/136195.

STORIES OF THE MIDDLE RIO GRANDE: ALBUQUERQUE
FROM 1846-1949 David Schneider discusses the territorial
times, 20th century and tourism reigns toward annexation
of the mid-Rio Del Norte Valley. Bachechi Open Space
(9521 Rio Grande NW). 7pm. alibi.com/e/136245.

TAX RETURN HELP Learn about 36 often-missed credits,
deductions and commonly audited items. Greater
Albuquerque Habitat for Humanity ReStore
(4900 Menaul NE). 5:30-6:30pm. 265-0057.
alibi.com/e/134069.

THROW A PIE IN THE FACE OF MANAGEMENT FUNDRAISER
Raise funds for a good cause by throwing pies at the
LifeROOTS management team, and partake in games,
contests and activities. Village Inn (6300 San Mateo NE).
5-8pm. alibi.com/e/136199.

ITALIAN REDS WINE TASTING Each guest receives three
generous tastes and an appetizer prepared especially for
this tasting. Slate Street Café (515 Slate NW). $20. 5pm.
243-2210. alibi.com/e/136244.

TEA AROUND THE WORLD Travel around the world to learn
about tea practices in China, Japan, Ukraine, India and, of
course, England. St. James Tearoom (320 Osuna NE). $60.
6:30-8:30pm. 242-3752. alibi.com/e/136201.

FRIDAY MARCH 27
20TH ANNUAL ADVOCACY IN ACTION CONFERENCE See 3/26

listing.
AFRICA IN THE 21ST CENTURY A talk by John Campbell, former

US ambassador to Nigeria. Santa Fe Women’s Club
(1616 Old Pecos Trail, Santa Fe). $15-$20. 5pm.
alibi.com/e/136243.

BACKYARD GARDEN TRAIN SHOW Miniature trains bring the
gardens to life. ABQ BioPark Botanic Garden
(2601 Central NW). Included with admission. 9am-5pm.
848-7112. alibi.com/e/136146.

COMMUNITY BUILDING: A ROUNDTABLE CONVERSATION A
roundtable discussing both the idea of “community
building” and the processes of building community.
Albuquerque Center for Peace and Justice
(202 Harvard SE). 6-8pm. 277-4524.

alibi.com/e/133862.
MAKE A QUILT SQUARE Make a quilt square customized to

feature your favorite books with Suzanne Kelly from
HipStitch. Cherry Hills Library (6901 Barstow NE).
4-5:30pm. 857-8321. alibi.com/e/133142.

REVERSE MORTGAGE EDUCATION WORKSHOP Learn how to
make your home work for you and receive one large lump
sum or monthly payments. Greater Albuquerque Habitat for
Humanity ReStore (4900 Menaul NE). 10-11am.
265-0057. alibi.com/e/134070.

TEDXABQ EDUCATION EVENT Engage in some of the most
innovative ideas in education in our state, and contribute to
the conversation. African American Performing Arts Center
(310 San Pedro NE). $40. 1-5pm. 222-0778.
alibi.com/e/135224.

SATURDAY MARCH 28
22ND ANNUAL CÉSAR CHÁVEZ DAY CELEBRATION Featuring

a march, a family fiesta with children’s activities,
community awards, exhibits, food and live performances.
National Hispanic Cultural Center (1701 Fourth
Street SW). 10:30am-4pm. 246-2261.
alibi.com/e/135937. See preview box.

ALBUQUERQUE POLICE & COMMUNITY RELATIONS
COLLABORATIVE: HOMELESS ADVOCACY & INTEREST Be
part of a collaborative effort to improve relations between
the community and the Albuquerque Police Department.
Taylor Ranch Community Center (4900 Kachina NW).
11:30am-2:30pm. 768-4712. alibi.com/e/136153.

BACKYARD FARMING SERIES: SOIL PRACTICES & ROLE OF
WASTE Learn the basics you need to plan, design or modify
your home garden landscapes. Gutierrez-Hubbell House
(6029 Isleta SW). 9am-noon. 244-0507.
alibi.com/e/136246.

BACKYARD GARDEN TRAIN SHOW Included with admission.
9am-5pm. See 3/27 listing.

CASA ESPERANZA’S GALA FOR HOPE Enjoy an enchanted
evening of dinner and fun at Emerald City with celebrity
hosts Steve Stucker and Bob Clark. Hotel Albuquerque
(800 Rio Grande NW). $125. 6-11pm. 222-8736.
alibi.com/e/129928.

COMPOSTING COMPREHENSIVE WORKSHOP A joint venture of
the Sandoval County Master Gardeners and Bernalillo
County Master Composters. Sandoval County Extension
Service Classroom (811 S. Camino del Pueblo, Bernalillo).
9am-4:30pm. 929-0414. alibi.com/e/131108.

ERNEST ANTHONY (E.A. ‘TONY’) MARES MEMORIAL Join in to
celebrate the life of Tony Mares with a special memorial
along with two dozen local poets. National Hispanic Cultural
Center (1701 Fourth Street SW). 2-4pm. 246-2261.
alibi.com/e/135939.

EXCURSION: GUADALUPE RUIN Join guides Tom Windes and
Nasario Garcia for an archaeological and cultural tour of
Guadalupe Ruin and Guadalupe Village. Maxwell Museum
of Anthropology (500 Redondo West NW). $75. 8am-4pm.
277-4405. alibi.com/e/136194.

FOURTH ANNUAL LONG-TERM EFFECTS OF CANCER
SURVIVORSHIP CONFERENCE Sponsored by Cancer
Support Now, this event helps those recovering from cancer
treatment deal with the many residual issues. Central
United Methodist Church (201 University NE).
8:30am-4:30pm. 307-3414. alibi.com/e/130994.

HACK ALL THE THINGS An open house celebrating International
Open Hackerspace Day where members demonstrate
robots, lasers and other projects. Quelab (680 Haines NW).
10am-5pm. 750-4522. alibi.com/e/136137.

KOMBUCHA CLASS Learn more about the health benefits of
drinking kombucha. Urban Shaman (6300 Magpie NE, Rio
Rancho). $10. 5:30-6:30pm. 382-5275.
alibi.com/e/133960.

LOBOTHON DANCE MARATHON Try and dance for 13 hours to
raise funds for the UNM Children’s Hospital. Johnson Gym
at UNM (1 University NE). $62 per dancer. Noon-1am.
alibi.com/e/136198.

LOCAL ONLINE MARKETING INTERACTIVE WORKSHOP This
interactive workshop is about using free or low-cost online
marketing tools to promote your business. Office
Alternatives Training Room (4801 Lang NE). $39.
9am-noon. 248-8232. alibi.com/e/135893.

LUCKY PAWS VAN ON THE MOVE Off-site pet adoption.
PetSmart (10248 Coors Bypass NW). 10am-4pm.
764-1164. alibi.com/e/136152.

MEET THE FARMER WORKSHOP: SEASONS Learn how to
acclimate your vegetable plants as the seasons change. Los
Poblanos Historic Inn & Organic Farm (4803 Rio
Grande NW). $10-$40. 10-11:30am. 344-9297.
alibi.com/e/136251.

NEW MEXICO CHILE BIKE TOUR Head to the streets of
Albuquerque to explore the flavorful red and green chiles for
which New Mexico is famous. Routes Bicycle Tours and
Rentals (404 San Felipe NW, #B1). $45-$50.
10:30am-2pm. alibi.com/e/136252.

ON SAFARI INTERNATIONAL CAT SHOW All-breed and
household pet cat show. Albuquerque Convention Center
(401 Second Street NW). $5. 8am-5pm. 897-0464.
alibi.com/e/133889.

OSUNA UNIVERSITY: DO’S & DON’TS OF LAWN CARE WITH
SUREGREEN Learn from the experts the best and worst
things to do for your beautiful lawn. Osuna Nursery

Community Calendar continues on  page 13
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(501 Osuna NE). 10-11am. 345-6644.
alibi.com/e/133417.

THE RIO RANCHO HOME AND REMODELING SHOW Featuring
over 150 home remodeling, furnishings and product
professionals providing home improvement ideas and more.
Santa Ana Star Center (3001 Civic Center, Rio Rancho). $5,
FREE for children under 12. 10am-5pm. 891-7300.
alibi.com/e/136196.

ROSIE THE RIVETER: WORKING FOR VICTORY ON THE HOME
FRONT Learn about Rosie and more than 6 million women
who joined the work force during WWII. Taylor Ranch Library
(5700 Bogart NW). 3-4pm. 897-8816.
alibi.com/e/132574.

ROUTE 66 OPEN SPACE CLEANUP Help the City of
Albuquerque Open Space Division clean this unique area
located near the Tijeras Arroyo. Route 66 Open Space (East
of Tramway on NM 333). 8:30am-1pm. 452-5200.
alibi.com/e/136151.

SMALL STEPS SPRING SIZZLER 1MI/5K/10K Help support
Small Steps International while they fundraise to help the
children of New Mexico and Haiti. Hoffmantown Church
(8888 Harper NE). $20-$55. 9am. alibi.com/e/131278.

WOMEN OF THE LION Encounter three of the most ancient
Goddesses of cultures who conceived “God” as a woman.
Albuquerque Center for Peace and Justice
(202 Harvard SE). $20. 2-4:30pm. alibi.com/e/136214.

GRUET WINERY TOUR Learn the Gruet family’s history and
discover the unique processes involved in Champagne-style
winemaking. Gruet Winery (8400 Pan American Fwy NE).
$5. 2pm. alibi.com/e/136248.

SUNDAY MARCH 29
BACKYARD GARDEN TRAIN SHOW Included with admission.

9am-5pm. See 3/27 listing.
FEARLESS VEGETABLE GARDENING 1 Get your hands in the

dirt and learn composting, cover cropping and a biological
approach to happy soil. Modern General (637 Cerrillos,
Santa Fe). $10. 2pm. alibi.com/e/136200.

FREE EASTER EGG HUNT Take your camera and take some
photos with the Easter Bunny while hunting for hidden eggs.
Vista Grande Community Center (15 La Madera, Sandia
Park). 2-4pm. (505) 468-7500. alibi.com/e/131282.

LUCKY PAWS VAN ON THE MOVE Off-site pet adoption.
PetSmart (10248 Coors Bypass NW). 10am-4pm.
764-1164. alibi.com/e/136156.

ON SAFARI INTERNATIONAL CAT SHOW $5. 8am-5pm. See
3/28 listing.

THE RIO RANCHO HOME AND REMODELING SHOW $5, FREE
for children under 12. 10am-4pm. See 3/28 listing.

SUNDAY FAMILY FUN Get hands-on learning opportunities, take
a picnic and enjoy the trails. Bachechi Open Space
(9521 Rio Grande NW). 10am-4pm. 314-0398.
alibi.com/e/129240.

WINTER QICONG Learn powerful movements that promote self-
healing and cultivate strength and flexibility. Los Poblanos
Historic Inn & Organic Farm (4803 Rio Grande NW).
10-11am. 344-9297. alibi.com/e/136313.

MONDAY MARCH 30
DOTERRA ESSENTIAL OILS SEMINAR Business opportunity as

well as snacks and drinks made with essential oils and free
samples to take home. Flying Star Café (10700 Corrales).
6:30-9pm. 321-5136. alibi.com/e/136338.

LUNAR MONDAY View the moon close up through the
observatory telescope. New Mexico Museum of Natural
History and Science (1801 Mountain NW). 7-8pm.
841-2802. alibi.com/e/136274.

SPRING BREAK ADVENTURE CAMP Kids grades K-5 are invited
to join in for this special camp that includes a climbing
wall, art projects, games, hiking and more. Vista Grande
Community Center (15 La Madera, Sandia Park). $50.
7am-6pm. (505) 468-7500. alibi.com/e/133151.

TODDLER TIME A chance for toddlers 4 and under to explore
early-childhood exhibit areas, enjoy stories and join in a
music jam. Explora! (1701 Mountain NW). Included with
admission. 9am. 224-8300. alibi.com/e/129374.

TUESDAY MARCH 31
APRIL FOOL’S DAY The joke starts early when you head to the

zoo to learn how animals have adapted to the many ways of
deception. ABQ BioPark Zoo (903 10th Street SW).
Included with admission. 10am-2pm. 768-2000.
alibi.com/e/136164.

¡BAILE! CASINO/CUBAN-STYLE SALSA AND RUEDA DE
CASINO Learn a variety of dances from Sarita Streng, Nick
Babic, Adam “El Caballo” Metcalf, Larry Heard and Ruida
505 Friends. National Hispanic Cultural Center
(1701 Fourth Street SW). $5-$10, or pay what you can.
6-8pm. 246-2261. alibi.com/e/135938.

CONTENTMENT IN EVERYDAY LIFE SERIES This course consists
of prerecorded video teachings by Acharya (senior teacher)
Eve Rosenthal. Albuquerque Shambhala Center
(1102 Mountain NW). $100. 7-9pm. 717-2486.
alibi.com/e/134988.

HOMEMADE TOOTHPASTE & MOUTHWASH Class talks about
oral health, going in depth on conventional ingredients and

their purposes, and more. The Source (1111 Carlisle SE).
$15. 6-7pm. 228-2356. alibi.com/e/136299.

MASTERING THE BJ: INTERACTIVE SKILLS Bulk up your
blowjob résumé with this hands-on (a dildo) workshop
taught by manager Hunter Riley. Self Serve
(3904 Central SE). $15-$20. 7:30pm. 265-5815.
alibi.com/e/132640.

RAPID STRIKE FLIGHT SIMULATOR An amazing full-motion
simulator ride experience that immerses visitors in the high-
tech world of the United States Air Force. National Museum
of Nuclear Science and History (601 Eubank SE).
9am-5pm. 245-2137. alibi.com/e/130225.

SPRING BREAK ADVENTURE CAMP $50. 7am-6pm. See 3/30
listing.

WEDNESDAY APRIL 1
BACKGAMMON INSTRUCTION AND MATCH A terrific

opportunity to learn the game, meet interesting new people
and participate in matches. Flying Star Café
(723 Silver SW). 5-9pm. (201) 454-3989.
alibi.com/e/135289.

BOSQUE WILD GUIDED NATURE WALK A guided walk through
Albuquerque’s Riverside Forest. Open Space Visitor Center
(6500 Coors NW). 9-11am. 897-8831.
alibi.com/e/136165.

PETER SHANKMAN: A THRILLING CONVERSATION During this
luncheon, Shankman teaches how to create customers who
are loyal to your business. Sheraton Airport Hotel
(2910 Yale SE). 11am-1:30pm. 764-3739.
alibi.com/e/132458.

RAPID STRIKE FLIGHT SIMULATOR 9am-5pm. See 3/31
listing.

SENIOR YOGA This gentle class helps seniors build and retain
muscle tone, range of motion and balance. Form Studio
(3001 Monte Vista NE). $10-$80. 10:45-11:45am.
433-8685. alibi.com/e/107282.

SPRING BREAK ADVENTURE CAMP $50. 7am-6pm. See 3/30
listing.

SPRING BREAK FAMILY DAY A fun-filled day for families to
celebrate the skies with hands-on balloon education,
making kites, live music and parachute games. Anderson-
Abruzzo Balloon Museum (9201 Balloon Museum NE).
Included with admission. 9:30am-3pm. 768-6034.
alibi.com/e/136166.

WHOLE TONING Free your voice, open your heart and
harmonize your whole being with whole toning. Maple Street
Dance Space (3215 Central NE). $10 suggested donation.
Noon-1pm. 818-8762. alibi.com/e/134954. a

Community Calendar continued from page 10

Progress and Prosperity
What’s one way to celebrate a civil rights and
cultural icon? Well, you can either name a day
after them and pretend you still care about the
work they did for humanity, or you can march in
their name, with your head held high in
remembrance of their
struggles for equal
rights. César Chávez is
known as a civil rights
activist for Latinos and
farmers (heck, he even
co-founded the United
Farmworkers Union).
But it was Chávez’
nonviolent approach
to activism that made
him a cultural icon. So it’s only appropriate 
that the National Hispanic Cultural Center 
(1701 Fourth Street SW) is hosting the César
Chávez Day March and Celebration on Saturday, 
March 28, at 10:30am. The event is completely
free and hosts an array of activities that anyone
can enjoy. The march itself kicks off at 10:30am
and begins and ends at the NHCC. After that, feel
free to indulge in delicious comida, poetry, a full-
on festival with kids’ activities and live music by
Nosotros and Keith Sanchez & the Moon
Thieves. It’ll be a good day to remember the past,
while celebrating the present with some good
people. For more information head to
nationalhispaniccenter.org. (Mark Lopez) a

EVENT |PREVIEW

SATURDAY
MARCH 28

National Hispanic
Cultural Center
1701 Fourth Street SW
alibi.com/e/135937

10:30am to 4pm
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Not Just Turquoise and Fringe
Hopes and growing pains for New Mexico’s fashion industry

BY BLAKE DRIVER

“Y
ou probably don’t think fashion would ever come from
here,” says 21-year-old Destini Duran. The Santa Fe
Community College student designs “edgy,

sophisticated” ready-to-wear and high-fashion evening looks
for her clothing line, Destinista Fashions, in her hometown of
Española, N.M. 

Duran opened New Mexico Fashion Week’s first-ever
runway show last May as a student designer with the collection
that earned her a degree from SFCC fashion school. Though
the exposure was the most she’d ever received, she didn’t meet
any buyers, in part because she didn’t yet have a manufacturer. 

“You have to find a manufacturer who’s willing to do small
amounts. ... To sell in little boutiques, you know, you only put
six to seven pieces in a store.” 

A Tower of Blue, the collection Duran will debut this
weekend at the second annual NMFW, consists of 24 separate
items from size 4 to 16. Most manufacturers require a minimum
of 150 pieces for one garment. 

In February she found herself in the crush of the largest
apparel trade show on the planet, the MAGIC fashion market
in Las Vegas, Nev., hunting for just one company that could
produce her clothing designs. 

“It’s like LA on crack,” says Dara Ambriz, co-owner of
Runway Apparel in northeast Albuquerque, who regularly
attends semiannual fashion events from LA to New York as a
clothing buyer for the boutique.

Navigating MAGIC for the first time by herself was “super
intense.”

“When you’re in LA, typically if you have a scheduled
appointment, it’s just you and that showroom manager. In
Vegas, you’re in this tiny cubicle, and there might be five other
buyers in there at the same time,” she explains, pantomiming a
frantic shopper flipping through hundreds of items on a rack in
a cramped space.

A designer herself who just last week submitted her
application to compete on the hit Lifetime television series
“Project Runway,” Ambriz runs into the same small-
manufacturing barrier as Duran. To hurdle it, she’s developing a
fashion accelerator that would give emerging designers access
to in-house production on a smaller scale.

In the meantime Duran has found a producer in LA capable
of turning out limited runs, and she says she’s now ready to snag
the big kahuna, the all-elusive buyer.

She hopes to get her chance along with 11 other designers
from New Mexico and elsewhere this weekend when NMFW
takes the stage in the remodeled Albuquerque Convention
Center. 

Scouts from Dillard’s, Target and Macy’s will be in the house
along with purchasers from smaller boutiques, says Melissa Lea
Beasley, executive director and founder of NMFW and
Albuquerque Apparel Center. National retailers didn’t show
last year, but Beasley says it was because they weren’t invited in
time.

Hoping to double last year’s 700 attendees, she attributes
problems she encountered her first time around to the learning
process. The trade-show market, in response to last year’s lower-
than-expected turnout, has been rebranded an “expo” to make
clear that it’s open to the public, not just retailers. She’s hired
lighting and decorating companies to ensure the catwalk gets
proper illumination and the “pipe and drape” she wanted last
year. 

Part of the challenge is that New Mexico’s apparel industry,
which doesn’t fetch more than $1.5 billion of the global
market’s $1.1 trillion in revenue, is in a perpetual growing

phase. And there’s still the perception problem around New
Mexico fashion.

“I was talking to a fashion accelerator in New York, and she
was like, Really? There’s fashion in New Mexico? It’s all
Southwestern,” Ambriz reports. “I was like, It’s not. And we
need to change that mindset.”

Nor is it exclusively Native. A returning Albuquerque
designer specializing in jewelry, Sharidynn Denetchiley, is a
member of the Navajo Nation, and Debi Lynn from Houston,
Texas, cites her Cajun and Muscogee Creek heritage as
inspiration. This modest Native showing might cause viewers to
reconsider their perceptions about the industry here. Some feel
Native culture is still a largely untapped resource for fashion
designers, including Patty Boldridge (Cherokee/Sac/Fox), co-
producer of the Fashion as Art exhibit and competition
preceding Saturday’s runway, in which she’ll display her
sculpture based on a myth about Bluebird and Coyote.

The convention features galas, expos, conferences and
workshops Friday through Sunday. On Friday from 4:30 to
6:30pm, celebrity designer Indashio hosts an open casting call
for 20 women and five men to strut his new collection down
Saturday’s catwalk. The crowd is encouraged to stay after the
runway to view the filming of his new cable TV series airing
this summer, “Catwalk Across America.”

“Any exposure to get the product out there would be the
biggest goal,” Destini Duran says. “I feel that if people would
see what we can do coming from a small town, they might
be surprised.” a

ART SCENESTER
BYSAM ADAMS

Making His Mark
Hal Holbrook brings legendary Twain act to
Popejoy
When Mark Twain wrote that “we can’t reach old age by another

man’s road,” he must not have known Hal Holbrook was coming.
Seventy years ago Holbrook began performing a one-man act that

reanimated Twain through an encyclopedic knowledge of the author’s
oeuvre. It’s not merely in his mustachioed, white-suited, cigar-sucking
likeness that Holbrook continues to conjure Twain; nor is it through his
polished mimicking of the author’s wry, socially insightful oratory.
At 90, Holbrook remains a living testament to the evolving ideals

of American humanism over the past few centuries. His channeling of
Twain is as reflective of his own morals—and the times we live in—as it
is of Twain’s musings on centuries-old corruption and injustice.
In advance of a performance at Popejoy Hall (203 Cornell NE) and

a documentary screening at the Guild (3405 Central NE), the Alibi
caught up with the outspoken actor about the road Twain forged and
the road Holbrook continues to extend.

You’ve talked about Twain being a conduit for your own
political views. Is there a particular message of
timelessness from Twain’s work that sticks with you
most today? 
There sure as hell is a timeless message in Twain’s work that sticks

with me today. Nothing has changed. We are still parading the same
foolish indifference to other people’s suffering, not to mention the
criminal activities of our politicians, as people did in his day. Read his
stuff. Read The Bully Pulpit by Doris Kearns Goodwin. And you will
find out that the great Republican hero Teddy Roosevelt was really a
communist. He established federal regulation on Wall Street, the
railroads, the meat industry and Rockefeller’s Standard Oil.

Describe your lifelong fascination with Mark Twain, and
if it was informed by working as a young actor in San
Francisco, where Samuel Clemens worked as a young
writer. 
I did Twain there many times and had some taste of its creative life,

especially in the early cabaret scene on the North Beach. I was actually
asked to play The Purple Onion there after I began performing Mark
Twain in the New York cabaret of the same name. Never did, but that
cabaret experience, working a small room in the curve of a baby grand
behind me taught me how to take my time and find material that meant
something to people. Mark Twain got hold of my entire imagination, and
I couldn’t stop pursuing him because the more I read what he had to say
about all of us, the more I saw the truth emerging from behind the closet
door where everybody keeps it.

In recent years you’ve played characters who carry a
sage-like wisdom that seems to come from being as
familiar with life as with death. What part of yourself do
characters like those in Into the Wild and “Sons of
Anarchy” come from? 
Into the Wildwas a very personal job for me. My son David had

traveled the road on his thumb for several years, looking for a life he
could believe in, and he had gone to the lower part of Alaska. All I had
to do sitting in that jeep with Emile Hirsch, waiting for Sean Penn to
give us the go-ahead, was to think about my son David. “Sons of
Anarchy” came about 10 days after [my wife] Dixie died. All I could
really think of is what she meant to me. 

What would Samuel Clemens the journalist—a man who
loathed the technology of phones—say about an
interview conducted via email?
Wouldn’t it be rich to hear him go on about that? Here we are,

dropping our little toadstool of wisdom on this airborne invention
which has so captured the activity and imagination (what’s left of it) of
the human race that everybody has an opinion now, and not one in a
thousand is worth the time it takes to read it. We are assaulted by a
barrage of opinions these days, so overwhelming that nothing is
getting done, especially in Washington. People are sounding out their
precious opinions, and few of them are worth spit in the ocean. Why?
Because no one reads history. They just make it up. They have no idea
we’ve done all this before. a

Mark Twain Tonight!
Friday, March 27, 8pm

popejoypresents.com, 925-5858
$20 to $54

Holbrook/Twain: An American
Odyssey, 

followed by a Q&A with Hal Holbrook
Saturday, March 28, 4:30pm & 7pm

guildcinema.com, 255-1848
$15

New Mexico Fashion Week
Friday, March 27, through Sunday, March 29, various times
Sashay to newmexicofashionweek.com for complete schedule.

Nothing says Burque fashion like this white and gold dress.
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THURSDAY MARCH 26
WORDS
BOOKWORKS Slow Medicine. A reading and signing with

writer Michael Finkelstein. 7pm. 344-8139.
alibi.com/e/135205.

PAGE ONE BOOKSTORE Men Are the Thing to Fear. Local
novelist Robert Morrison discusses and reads from his
first published book. 6:30-8pm. 294-2026.
alibi.com/e/133223.

ART
LOS POBLANOS HISTORIC INN & ORGANIC FARM Healing

Words Fundraiser. A team of artists collaborate with New
Day to create art that shares uplifting words with the
homeless youth of Albuquerque. 6-9pm. 344-9297.
alibi.com/e/136183.

STAGE
NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER The Chupacabra

Cantina. Enter the cantina, where anti-GMO nuns, a
bartender and an unexpected guest plant seeds of social
justice. Runs through 3/29. $15-$18. 7:30-9pm.
710-1994. alibi.com/e/133568.

STAGE @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo Jon Reep. “Last Comic
Standing” Season 5 champion Jon Reep performs some
comedy. $15-$40. 7pm, 9:30pm. 771-5680.
alibi.com/e/131555.

FILM
GUILD CINEMA Swinging in the Shadows. Film features

underground artists and poets during the ’50s, depicted
in two parts. Director Mary Kerr is available at the
screening. $7. 4:30-6:30pm, 7:30-9:30pm. (510)
232-9111. alibi.com/e/136133.

KIMO THEATRE The Life, Blood and Rhythm of Randy
Castillo [SOLD OUT]. Documentary tells the story of
the late, legendary drummer who played with Ozzy
Osbourne, Mötley Crüe and more. $12. 7-9pm.
768-3544. alibi.com/e/134572. See “Show Up!”

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Bless Me, Ultima.
The screen adaptation of Rudolfo Anaya’s iconic coming-
of-age story. 7-8:45pm. 724-4771.
alibi.com/e/135940.

FRIDAY MARCH 27
ART
THE YARDS “Steam Song” Press Conference. See the two-

year creative vision jointly developed by artist/writer Hans
Winkler and entrepreneur Lee Blaugrund. 11am-1pm.
768-3556. alibi.com/e/136150.

STAGE
BOX PERFORMANCE SPACE AND IMPROV THEATRE THE

SHOW. Live comedy and improv. $8-$10. 8-9pm.
alibi.com/e/134626. Also, Comedy? Albuquerque’s DIY
comedy troupe provides improv, sketch and music. $8.
9:30pm. alibi.com/e/135328. Also, Working Together. An
improvised sitcom from Denver. $10. 10:30-11:30pm.
404-1578. alibi.com/e/134637.

FOUL PLAY CAFE, Sheraton Uptown The Game Show
Murders. Dinner theater following a group of game show
contestants who will do anything to win. $57.
7:30-10pm. 377-9593. alibi.com/e/131838.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER The Chupacabra
Cantina. $15-$18. 7:30-9pm. See 3/26 listing.

POPEJOY HALL, UNM Center for the Arts Mark Twain
Tonight! Celebrating his 90th birthday season, Hal
Holbrook depicts the famous writer with words and
humor. $20-$54. 8pm. 505-27-8010.
alibi.com/e/120531. See “Art Scenester.”

SKYLIGHT, Santa Fe Bonkerz Comedy. Featuring Mary
Kennedy, as seen on NBC’s “ER,” Comedy Central and E!
Also featuring Paul Jacek. $10. 8pm. (505) 982-0775.
alibi.com/e/134628.

THE VORTEX THEATRE The Glass Menagerie. One of the most
famous plays of the modern theater, a drama of great
tenderness, charm and beauty. Runs through 4/5. $22.
7:30pm. 247-8600. alibi.com/e/134683.

SONG & DANCE
BALLOON FIESTA PARK Neon Paint and Foam. Dance under

the stars to the sounds of DJ X-Man and more. $10.
6pm. alibi.com/e/134623.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER La Boheme. Opera
Southwest presents one of the most famous, popular and
enduring classics of opera. Runs through 3/29.
$12-$82. 7:30pm. 246-2261. alibi.com/e/114460.

SOUTH BROADWAY CULTURAL CENTER Flamenco Cuatro:
Conservatory Spring Season. An evening of extraordinary
flamenco music and dance featuring four companies
from the National Institute of Flamenco and more.
$10-$15. 7-8:30pm. 242-7600. alibi.com/e/135007.

FILM
KIMO THEATRE Aliens (1986). The sequel to Ridley Scott’s

famous sci-fi franchise, starring Sigourney Weaver and
Michael Biehn. Part of the Sci-Fi Fridays film series.
$6-$8. 6-8pm, 8:30-10:30pm. 768-3544.
alibi.com/e/134621.

SATURDAY MARCH 28
WORDS
BOOKWORKS A Postcard from Copenhagen. Santa Fe author

Rachel Brown shares her new Spanish-English bilingual
tale. 10:30am. alibi.com/e/135206. Also, Starve the
Vulture. A reading and signing with writer Jason Carney.
3pm. 344-8139. alibi.com/e/135207.

OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE 2015 ABQ Grand Slam
Poetry Slam Championship. An evening of slam poetry
with 10 of the top performance poets in Albuquerque
competing for a spot on the 2015 ABQ Poetry Slam
team. $10-$15. 7:30pm. 268-0044.
alibi.com/e/134749.

TREASURE HOUSE BOOKS, Old Town More Voices of New
Mexico. Loretta Hall, Diane Layden, John McWilliams,
Steve Ausherman and Thelma Giomi read from and sign
this new anthology. 1-3pm. 242-7204.

ART
ALBUQUERQUE CONVENTION CENTER New Mexico Fashion

Week. Featuring a runway show, a fashion-as-art
exhibit, a fashion expo, conference, photography
workshop and more. $15-$20. Noon-11pm. 803-6966.
alibi.com/e/135314. See “Arts Feature.”

CHROMA STUDIOS Open Studio Saturdays. Join various
artists for an afternoon of art and giveaways. 1-5pm.
259-6320. alibi.com/e/134984.

EL CHANTE: CASA DE CULTURA Pin-Ups and Prom Dresses.
A benefit car show where attendees can donate old
prom dresses and men’s suits for the Albuquerque
Public Schools Clothing Bank. FREE, $5 to enter car
show. 4-6pm. 400-9201. alibi.com/e/136555. See
preview box.

GALLERY 901 SECOND SPACE, Santa Fe Artists’ Reception.
Featuring the work of Carrie Quade, Karen Frey, Robert
Gigliotti and more. In conjunction with the grand opening
of the second space. 5-8pm. 780-8390.
alibi.com/e/131918.

INDIAN PUEBLO CULTURAL CENTER Spider Woman’s Legacy &
Spider Man’s Lore: Navajo Rugs. Andrew Thomas of the
IPCC leads an exploration of Navajo rugs, including their
origin and how they’re made. 1-3pm. 843-7270.
alibi.com/e/134612.

ZANE BENNETT CONTEMPORARY ART, Santa Fe Art Matters
Talk. Artist Rachel Stevens gives a talk coinciding with the
new exhibition: Keeping Things Whole: Sculpture. 2pm.
(505) 982-8111. alibi.com/e/136187.

STAGE
BOX PERFORMANCE SPACE AND IMPROV THEATRE THE

SHOW. $8-$10. 8-9pm. Also, Working Together. $10.
9:30-10:30pm. See 3/27 listing.

FOUL PLAY CAFE, Sheraton Uptown The Game Show
Murders. $57. 7:30-10pm. See 3/27 listing.

LAUNCHPAD Burlesque Noir Presents: Dangerous. Featuring
a special film screening, as well as performances by Miss
Theresa, Bettie Mae Wiggle, Parker Go Deep and more.
$10-$15. 8:15pm. 764-8887. alibi.com/e/134757.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER The Chupacabra
Cantina. $15-$18. 7:30-9pm. See 3/26 listing.

SKYLIGHT, Santa Fe Lulz Comedy Showcase. Nationally
touring comics as well as local favorites, including
headliner Jose “Funny Brownie” Maestas. $10. 8pm.
(505) 982-0775. alibi.com/e/135874.

SOUTH BROADWAY CULTURAL CENTER Geronimo, Life On
The Reservation. Renowned actor Rudy Ramos brings his
acclaimed performance of the Bedonkohe Apache warrior
to the stage. $20. 7-9pm. (505) 5013-1724.
alibi.com/e/135978.

THE VORTEX THEATRE The Glass Menagerie. $22. 7:30pm.
See 3/27 listing.

WAREHOUSE 21, Santa Fe Seriously Funny! See three
original comedies created and directed by Ron
Bloomberg. $20. 7:30pm. (505) 989-4423.
alibi.com/e/135414.

SONG & DANCE
NEW MEXICO VETERANS MEMORIAL A Night in the 40’s: Big

Band Swing. An everning of unforgettable swing with
music by The American Legion Band and The Dukes of
Albuquerque. 7-9pm. 256-2042. alibi.com/e/136155.

POPEJOY HALL, UNM Center for the Arts Mahler’s Colossal
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5th. A night a marvelous music, featuring Mozart’s
Overture to Don Giovanni and other well-known
compositions. $20-$68. 6-8pm. 925-5858.
alibi.com/e/126089.

LEARN
OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE H.O.W. (How Outpost

Works). Outpost Director Tom Guralnick gives a talk on
how funding works, how booking works and where the
Outpost is headed. 11am. 268-0044.
alibi.com/e/134741.

FILM
GUILD CINEMA Holbrook/Twain. A documentary outlining

Hal Holbrook’s inspired potrayal of Mark Twain.
Followed by a Q&A with Holbrook himself. $15.
4:30pm, 7pm. 255-1848. alibi.com/e/136551. See
“Art Scenester.”

O’NEILL’S HEIGHTS Resistance is Futile: A Star Trek Quiz.
Boldly go where no quiz has gone before and celebrate
Star Trek at this Geeks Who Drink quiz. $5. 8pm.
alibi.com/e/136143.

SUNDAY MARCH 29
WORDS
BOOKWORKS A Fire of Prayer. Poet Gina Marselle discusses

and signs her new collection of poetry and photography.
3pm. 344-8139. alibi.com/e/135208.

PAGE ONE BOOKSTORE More Voices of New Mexico. Editors
Paul Rhetts and Barbe Awalt talk about their third
collection with the New Mexico Book Co-op.
2:30-4:15pm. 294-2026. alibi.com/e/134499.

TEATRO PARAGUAS, Santa Fe Poetry Reading. Featuring
readers Joan Logghe, Mary McGinnis and Sy Baldwin.
5pm. (505) 424-1601. alibi.com/e/136192.

TRACTOR BREWERY WELLS PARK I’LL Drink To That.
Featuring a variety of poetry, comedy, live art, music and
more. 4pm. 243-6752. alibi.com/e/132771.

TREASURE HOUSE BOOKS, Old Town Images of Modern
America: The Turquoise Trail. A reading and signing with
writers Dawn Marie Lopez & Raul Lopez Ponce. 1-3pm.
242-7204.

ART
ALBUQUERQUE CONVENTION CENTER New Mexico Fashion

Week. $10-$20. Noon-11pm. See 3/28 listing.
STAGE
NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER The Chupacabra

Cantina. $15-$18. 2pm. See 3/26 listing.
THE VORTEX THEATRE The Glass Menagerie. $22. 2pm. See

3/27 listing.
WAREHOUSE 21, Santa Fe Seriously Funny! $20. 2pm. See

3/28 listing.
SONG & DANCE
THE KOSMOS Chatter Sunday: Coming Together. Featuring

musicians David Felberg (violin), Dana Winograd (cello),
Nathan Ukens (horn) and narrator Hakim Bellamy.
$5-$15. 10:30-11:30am. 307-9647.
alibi.com/e/131528.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER La Boheme.
$12-$82. 2pm. See 3/27 listing.

SIMMS CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS, Albuquerque
Academy Cypress String Quartet. The group performs
well-known compositions by Beethoven, Puts and
Schulhoff. $32-$42. 3pm. 828-3207.
alibi.com/e/136191.

LEARN
OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER Calligraphy: The Art of

Beautiful Writing. Instructor Ginger Rice gives a more in-
depth practice of this art form. $50. 1-3pm. 897-8831.
alibi.com/e/136157.

FILM
KIMO THEATRE Easter Parade (1948). Classic film starring

Judy Garland and Fred Astaire. Part of the Movie Musicals
film series. $6-$8. 2-4pm. 768-3544.
alibi.com/e/134792.

NEW MEXICO HISTORY MUSEUM, Santa Fe Sweet Georgia
Brown. A new documentary about African-American
women in World War II. Included with admission. 2pm.
(505) 476-5200. alibi.com/e/136188. See “Reel
World.”

SOUTH BROADWAY CULTURAL CENTER Dead Billy. A free
screening of Scott Milder’s film about a woman whose
world unravels when a series of seizures bring about
forgotten memories. 6pm. 848-1320.
alibi.com/e/136190. See “Reel World.”

MONDAY MARCH 30
SONG & DANCE
SOUTH BROADWAY CULTURAL CENTER 4th Annual Hip-Hop

Dance Intensive Workshop. Intensive dance classes with

a special performance. $10 per student. 4-7pm.
848-1320. alibi.com/e/136158.

TUESDAY MARCH 31
WORDS
BOOKWORKS Greyhound Therapy. A reading and signing with

writer JR Conway. 3pm. 344-8139. alibi.com/e/135209.
ESTHER BONE MEMORIAL LIBRARY, Rio Rancho Louisa

May Alcott: Life and Fiction. Learn more about the life
and work of the famous writer from CNM professor Cheryl
Foote. 6:30-7:30pm. 891-5012. alibi.com/e/131926.

SONG & DANCE
SOUTH BROADWAY CULTURAL CENTER 4th Annual Hip-Hop

Dance Intensive Workshop. $10 per student. 4-7pm. See
3/30 listing.

WEDNESDAY APRIL 1
WORDS
BOOKWORKS The Last Unicorn. A reading and signing with

writer William DeBuys. 7pm. 344-8139.
alibi.com/e/135210.

STAGE
LOW SPIRITS Anarkomedy. Featuring comedians Kevin

Kennedy, Eddie Stephens, Keith Breckenridge, Brynn
Moody and more. $5. 8pm. 344-9555.
alibi.com/e/135399.

SONG & DANCE
SOUTH BROADWAY CULTURAL CENTER 4th Annual Hip-Hop

Dance Intensive Workshop. $10 per student. 4-7pm. See
3/30 listing. a
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Pin-Ups and Hot Rods
Save Prom
Get those liberty curls curling and those
pompadours pomping.
It’s time for the 3rd
annual Pin-Ups and
Prom Dresses car
show, where the
machines roar louder
than lions, and the
ladies roar louder
than the machines.
Join sponsor 66 Pin-
Ups boutique this
Saturday and enter the Best Dressed Pin-
Up contest for your chance to win the
coveted crown and sash. Dance your
creepers off to the rockabilly sounds of The
Shadow Men while enjoying the gourmet
pickings of Conchita’s Creations food truck.
And if anyone questions your need for
pomade-and-motor-oil-soaked fun, you can
remind them that it’s all for charity.
Organizers are collecting formal wear for
donation to local prom-goers, and you’re just
doing your social duty (you don’t have to
mention that giving is so much easier when
it’s lodged between pretty ladies and hot
rods). So bring your new or gently used
prom dresses and suits to El Chante: Casa de
Cultura (804 Park SW) on Saturday, March
28, from 4 to 6pm. Free admission, $5
donation to enter car show. For more info,
go to the Pin-Ups and Prom Dresses
Facebook page (on.fb.me/1CiccAm), or
contact Sarah Florez:
mothershelpingmothers505@gmail.com.
(Joshua Lee) a

EVENT |PREVIEW

SATURDAY
MARCH 28

El Chante: Casa de
Cultura

804 Park SW
alibi.com/e/136555

4 to 6pm

PHOTO BY VIVIEN HOLLOWAY
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FOOD | restauraNt review

BY ERIC CASTILLO

I
’m really bad at giving dating advice. I’m
happy to sit patiently and listen to you
explain the subtle differences between

“dating” and “hanging out.” I’ll even feign
interest in your latest match on OkCupid. But
when it comes time to offer my opinion, don’t
expect much. My typical advice for most
romantic entanglements is some variation of
“get out while you can.”

The one area of dating where I feel I can
actually offer some seasoned advice is on the
subject of restaurant recommendations. If you
need some direction on which local eatery will
best suit your dating needs, I’m your man. Is it
a first date? Is it someone you’re trying to
impress? What’s your price range? Give me the
variables and I’ll determine a number of
restaurants to fit the bill.

I’m adding Soul and Vine to my list of date-
friendly spots.

The service is attentive, the ambience
lends itself well to friendly chatting, the wine
adds to the romance factor, and, worst case
scenario, the food is worth putting up with
even the worst dating website match-ups.

In my experiences, both lunch and dinner,
I was seated promptly and waited on
attentively. That could be because there were
only ever one or two other tables occupied at
any given time, but I’d like to think the
waitstaff would be diligent even with a busier
house.

My dining partner and I sat at a pristine,
white linen-covered table and were
immediately served a basket of lavash—an
Armenian unleavened cracker-like bread—
with a spreadable green chile butter. Green
chile doesn’t make many appearances on the
menu, but where it does, it’s a thoughtful
application—a lesson in restraint that
executive chef David Ruiz demonstrates well

in his bill of fare.
During lunch, a Soul and Vine trio ($15)

will give you a choice of a soup, salad and
sandwich. Adding wine increases the price by
$7 but is still a good value when compared to
pricing each item individually.

For my trio, I opted for the white bean and
kale soup, Scarborough Farms baby greens
salad and a crab fritter po’ boy. The soup
derived a good deal of its flavor from the heavy
helping of shaved parmesan. The small dice of
the carrots and celery made it easy to get a
perfectly delicious spoonful every time. The
po’ boy was tasty and not at all heavy, with
enough crab in the fritter filling to satisfy my
standards. The real winner for me was the
salad. Cranberries, candied pecans, grilled
onions and balsamic dressing all danced
around in my mouth, creating tart and sweet
sensations that worked beautifully for me. The
super creamy goat cheese was just a bonus.

Among the appetizers—Soul and Vine calls
them “shared Wine & Vine plates”—are some
excellent standouts to consider. Chief among
them is the mac’n cheese. White cheddar and
truffle dominate the flavor profile, while the
herb crumbs on top give it a perfectly light and
crispy crunch in contrast to the gooey
cheesiness enveloping the al dente corkscrew

pasta. Another delicious choice is the mini
bison Wellington, where the duxelles
incorporate green chile in addition to the
standard minced mushrooms, giving the dish a
wonderfully warm heat underneath a layer of
puff pastry.

At $13 each, the shared plate portions
could be more generous.

Instead of a trio, the dinner menu offers the
choice of a quartet ($35), which is again the
best value for sampling a few items. The
quartet gives you a choice of soup or salad, a
shared plate and an entrée. The fourth
member of the quartet is a pair of chocolate
truffles to end the meal on a sweet note.

I was disappointed in my soup selection,
the braised beef en brodo. The bone stock was
simply too salty to enjoy. I also wasn’t a fan of
the fish tacos I chose for my shared plate. The
avocado crema was bland, and the fish was too
fishy in an off-putting way. I ended up
snacking on my dining partner’s calamari
fritto, which were refreshingly light and tasty.

But both our entrées were fantastic. My
buttermilk chicken and gravy was rich and
unctuous with a welcome tang from the
buttermilk. The bed of mashed potatoes hid a
portion of garlicky spinach, and the whole dish
was topped with crispy strips of sweet carrot,
giving color and texture to the plate. I also
loved the chicken tortellini my dining
companion ordered. There was no shortage of
cheese. For something less heavy, I’d also
recommend the salmon prepared and served
on a cedar plank with an irresistible celery root
purée.

When it comes to wine selection, trust your
server. Our servers were always at the ready
with recommendations and samples. I
personally recommend a glass of the Writer’s
Block Malbec ($9), not only because of its
smooth blueberry sweetness or because it’s
perfectly palatable with most anything on the
menu, but also because Soul and Vine is the
only place in New Mexico where you can get
this Northern California vino.

When it comes to dessert, Chef Ruiz has
some real treats in store. Lately, he’s been
toying around with a “’90s kids throwback”
concept, which has yielded specialties like
Fruit Roll-Ups and crème brûlée topped with
Pop Rocks. His house-made ice cream
creations are inspired by the likes of Apple
Jacks, Rice Krispies, Cookie Crisp and Fruity
Pebbles. Flecks of cereal can be found
throughout each scoop. My personal
childhood favorite, Fruity Pebbles, tastes like
someone used the milk left from a bowl of the
cereal as a base for a batch of quality ice
cream—which is possibly very close to how
this dessert is made. The Rice Krispies ice
cream has the added surprise of marshmallow
pieces, creating a smooth and chewy texture.

Ordering a ’90s-inspired dessert is a good
way to add levity to a date. Wine works as well.
And if you’re looking for an after-dinner
activity, the movie theater is a short walk
around the corner, and The Box Performance
Space, with a comedy improv show on Friday
nights, is literally across the street. But that’s
the extent of my dating advice. a

Soul and Vine
109 Gold SW

244-3344

soulandvine.com

Hours: 11:30am to 9pm Monday to Thursday,
11:30am to 10:30pm Friday and Saturday, 10am to

3pm Sunday

Vibe: Casual fine dining

The Alibi recommends: White cheddar truffle mac’n
cheese, Scarborough Farms baby greens, Writer’s

Block Malbec

FLASH IN THE PAN
BY ARI LEVAUX

Crypto-Cuisine
While dining at a Mexican restaurant in Albuquerque,
I was shocked to eat something that reminded me of
my mom’s East Coast Jewish cooking. I had taken a
chance on a bowl of meatball soup called albóndigas.
It turned out to be a bowl of mildly aromatic broth
with chunks of carrot, celery, zucchini and one large
beef meatball. My first bite of that meatball, the
albóndiga, was spongy, and its mellow, satisfying
flavor reminded me unmistakably of Mom’s matzo
balls. Of course matzo balls don’t contain meat. But
part of their magic is a springy, fleshy quality.

The menu noted the lamb chop entrée is the
owner’s favorite dish, and when she stopped at my
table, I asked her why. She explained that lamb
chops remind her of the farm where she grew up in
southern New Mexico. They raised a lot of animals,
she added, but rarely ate the pigs. She speculated
it’s because her grandmother was Jewish.

Such conjecture of Jewish ancestry is common in
the Southwest. Supposedly, a population of covert
Jews settled in the area long ago. These Crypto-
Jews trace their roots to late-1300s Spain, during a
fierce wave of anti-Semitism. Thousands of Jews
were murdered or expelled. Thousands more
converted to Christianity, sometimes by force, but
sometimes by choice as a means of escaping
persecution. Many of these conversos continued to
covertly practice Judaism and are thought to have
migrated to the New World with Spanish colonists,
and settled along the border region between Texas
and Nuevo León, Mexico. From there, they spread
throughout the Southwest.

In old New Mexican cemeteries, graves with
Stars of David carved into the headstones are
inscribed with Jewish-sounding names. There are
reports of slaughter practices that sound
suspiciously Jewish, of grandparents who refused to
work on Saturdays and who proclaimed their
Jewishness from their deathbeds. Curiously, there
are few examples of these practices being overtly
passed along, as if being Jewish was a dangerous
burden the Crypto-Jews didn’t wish on their families.
Or perhaps they didn’t even know why they were
following these rituals.

Does this mean that those fluffy albóndigas are
actually crypto-matzo balls? Probably not.
Albóndigas are thought to have originated as Berber
or Arab dishes that made their way to Spain during
the country’s Muslim rule.

In Mexican albóndigas the starchy binder used to
hold the meatballs together is usually rice or corn-
based, not matzo meal. But that doesn’t mean matzo
can’t be used.

I played around with various recipes for both
albóndigas and matzo balls, including a matzo ball
recipe incorporating leeks and potatoes, and I came
up with the following recipe for “crypto-matzo balls.”

These are denser than typical matzo balls, thanks
primarily to the meat, but they will nonetheless float
in soup, like a matzo ball should. Thanks to their
matzo meal, they are lighter than a typical meatball
but meatier than a matzo ball.

The recipe uses pecans, in a nod to the original
Crypto-Jewish community along the lower Rio
Grande on the Tex-Mex border.

Crypto-Matzo Balls
1 lb meat (raw ground beef or lamb, or
shredded cooked chicken)
1 large leek, minced
2 cups potatoes, diced
2 large eggs, beaten
1 cup matzo meal
3 cloves garlic, minced, pressed or crushed
1 ½ teaspoons salt
2 cups unsalted chicken stock
4 tablespoons pecans, crushed
A pinch of cumin

Add leeks to the stock in a saucepan, and simmer
until the liquid is nearly gone. Meanwhile, steam the
potatoes until soft. Purée potatoes, leeks and
remaining stock in a blender.

In a bowl, combine the rest of the ingredients and
potato leek purée. Shape them into balls. Drop them
into soup. Simmer for 30 minutes, and serve.
Remove uneaten crypto-matzo balls and store
separately, so they don’t get mushy.

For a more Southwest feel, add some red chile
powder to the chicken soup. But please, don’t tell
my mom.a

Bison sliders, Writer's Block Malbec PHOTO BY ERIC WILLIAMS • ERICWPHOTO.COM

Date Night Dining
Soul and Vine is perfect for a first impression
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BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

B
uried in a shallow grave somewhere in the
dark space between the violent vignettes
of Quentin Tarantino’s Pulp Fiction and the

twisty short stories of Rod Serling’s “The
Twilight Zone” lie the blackly comic chapters
of Damián Szifrón’s Wild Tales. This Spanish-
language comedy/drama/thriller is easily one of
my favorite films of the year so far. But I’ve got
a sick sense of humor, so take that for what it’s
worth.

Szifrón’s Academy Award-nominated
anthology winds its way through six stand-
alone stories about revenge and reprisal. Each
segment of the film is a perfectly encapsulated
burst of bloody brilliance. Before the opening
credits even roll, we’ve gotten our first taste of
what’s to come. A leggy model and a middle-
aged music critic sitting across from one
another on an airplane strike up a mildly
flirtatious conversation. Coincidentally, they
realize they have something in common: Her
ex-boyfriend once had his college thesis judged
by the critic. An overheard conversation or
two later and more passengers on the plane
start recalling a connection to the young man
in question. What’s going on here? In just a
few brief minutes, Szifrón answers the
question, providing a deliciously dark punch
line to this judiciously constructed joke. From
there, Wild Tales is off and running.

We get a sketch about a waitress
recognizing the gangster who destroyed her
family. We get a tale of road rage gone
horribly, hilariously wrong. An explosives
expert plots revenge against a tow truck

company. A rich man tries desperately to keep
his son out of prison. A bride discovers her
husband-to-be’s infidelity at a most
inopportune moment. Though the tales have
little in common, each seems to hit the same
beats of darkness, humor and surprise. In a
broad sense, Szifrón (a well-known television
writer in his native Argentina) is skewering
modern society. I’ve never been to Argentina
myself, and there’s little doubt the writer-
director is exaggerating wildly for comedic and
dramatic effect. But here, the South American
nation is satirized as a short-tempered place
filled with deranged madmen and women torn
apart by class and gender biases. Obviously,
you can take out the name “Argentina” and
substitute just about any other country in the
world with remarkably similar results.

Wild Tales doesn’t exactly provide a sunny-
side-up view of humanity. But the film never
feels cynical or bleak. Instead, it draws energy
and warmth from its winking, “What can ya
do about it?” savagery. Aside from its morbid
sense of humor, the element that makes Wild
Tales such a consistently entertaining romp is
the gorgeous way in which it’s shot. The razor-
sharp script is paired with a beautifully crisp
mise-en-scène that recalls Pedro Almodóvar at
his most straight-faced. (No small wonder,

then, to find the Spanish auteur and his
brother listed as two of the film’s producers.)
From a hilarious freeze frame in one tale to
some gritty film noir cinematography in
another, Szifrón demonstrates a total mastery
over his tone. The production values are high,
with impeccable camera work, perfectly timed
editing, unexpected stunts and expensive
special effects.

Like all anthology films, some segments
rate higher than others. Each viewer will
happily choose their own “favorite.” But the
truth is there isn’t a clinker in this lot. Each of
these wild tales delivers its own hefty dose of
humor, shocks and, above all, catharsis. Each
of the main characters—out of proportion as
their reactions might be—is raging against the
person, system or institution that done them
wrong. Who among us hasn’t entertained that
most destructive of fantasies about riding a
nuclear bomb, hooting and hollering, into our
most hated enemy’s stupid face? Self-
destructive or not, that’s good catharsis. 

Szifrón wisely ends on his highest note—
that inevitably ugly confrontation between
bride and groom. He leaves us, of course, with
plenty of blood. At that point in the film, it’s
to be expected. But it’s the strangely tender,
unexpectedly touching period at the end of
the sentence that will stick with viewers as
they exit the theater. It shows what an expert
this filmmaker is at navigating the whiplash
twists that real human emotion often demands
of us. After all, what’s love without a little
pain? What’s life without a few explosives?
What’s a pleasant drive in the countryside
without a gasoline-and-tire-iron-fuelled fight
to the death? a

FILM | revIeW

Wild Tales
Written and directed by Damián Szifró

Starring Darío Grandinetti, María Marull, Mónica
Villa

Rated R
Opens Friday 3/27

REEL WORLD
BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY 

Dangerous curves
Albuquerque’s premier neo-burlesque troupe
Burlesque Noir will be presenting its latest
striptease extravaganza on Saturday, March 28,
at the Launchpad (618 Central SW). In addition
to the expectedly awesome stage show (guest
starring Miss Theresa from Ohio, Bettie Mae
Wiggle from Texas and local faves Parker Go
Peep, Mercy and Mayo Lua de Frenchie),
“Burlesque Noir Presents: DANGEROUS” will
also feature a special movie screening. Doors
open at 8pm. Starting at 8:15pm the 60-minute
feature Left For Dead will be shown. Directed by
local filmmaker/photographer Mikel-Jon West,
the film is a tribute to the violent exploitation
flicks of yesteryear. In it a quartet of “the
toughest girls from the streets of New Mexico”
take on the hit men who killed their little sister.
Not so coincidentally, the film stars several
members of Albuquerque’s burlesque
community—including General Blackery, Joy
Coy, Holly Rebelle and Intoxi Kate. Tickets for
this movie/burlesque show double feature are
on sale at the door for $15.

Dead set on it
The Albuquerque Film and Music Experience is
sponsoring a free screening of the locally shot,
feature-length drama Dead Billy on Sunday,
March 29. The event will take place starting at
6pm at the South Broadway Cultural Center
(1025 Broadway SE). Directed by Scott Milder
and co-written by Milder and lead actress
Lauren Myers, the film is a challenging mixture
of dark drama and mystery with elements of
real-world horror. The story concerns a young
graduate student named Callie (Myers) who
begins suffering from violent seizures that
unlock buried memories of an abusive
relationship with a much older man (the titular
Billy, played with cold menace by John Hardy).
As the main character’s mind slips back and forth
in time, her grip on what is and is not real
becomes more tenuous, sending her on a quest
to close out the darkest chapter of her life story.
The film was funded through Kickstarter and
shot on location in New Mexico, Colorado and
Los Angeles. Milder, Myers and some other
members of the cast and crew will be on hand to
participate in a post-film Q&A. Milder will also be
screening a sneak-preview trailer for his newest
short “Vanya: Chapter 2,” a follow-up to his
2012 horror short “Vanya.”

Sweet history of life
On Sunday, March 29, the New Mexico History
Museum (113 Lincoln Ave. in Santa Fe) will
present the New Mexico premiere of Sweet
Georgia Brown: Impact, Courage, Sacrifice and
Will. The documentary film traces the role
African-American women had on World War II,
particularly in the military. This event gets
underway at 2pm and is a celebration of
National Women’s History Month. Director
Lawrence E. Walker of PureHistory Films will be
there to introduce his film. He’ll be there
alongside Jack R. Fox, secretary of the state
Department of Veterans’ Services, and Lt. Col.
Pam Gaston of Women Veterans of New Mexico.
Admission to this event is free with museum
admission—and the New Mexico History
Museum is free to New Mexico residents on
Sundays! Seating, however, is limited. If you’d
like to reserve a seat for this special screening,
you can do so by calling (505) 476-5152. For
more info go to nmhistorymuseum.org. a

“Who wants cake?”

Wild Tales
Energetic Argentine anthology believes revenge 

is a dish best served on fire
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THE WEEK IN

SLOTH
has always featured a healthy dose of
social satire. But this could be his
darkest comedy. In it, a thief with
nothing to lose (Yaphet Kotto) invades
the home of a wealthy married couple
(Andrew Duggan and Joyce Van Patten)
who may not be quite what they seem.

SUNDAY 29
Going Clear: Scientology and the Prison

of Belief (HBO 6pm) Alex Gibney
(Enron: The Smartest Guys in the
Room, Taxi to the Dark Side) finally
unleashes his controversial
documentary exposing the destructive
practices of L. Ron Hubbard’s space-
age “religion” Scientology.

Killing Jesus (National Geographic 7pm)
National Geographic turns to noted
historian and Biblical scholar Bill
O’Reilly for perspective on why Jesus
was such a Tea Party conservative.

“The 2015 iHeartRadio Music Awards”
(KOB-4 7pm) After hanging with the
cool kids on The CW for a few years,
iHeartRadio jumps ship to the wider
demographic of NBC.

MONDAY 30
“The Big Picture with Kal Penn”

(National Geographic 7pm) Actor Kal
Penn has gone from star of the Harold &
Kumar films to associate director of the
White House Office of Public
Engagement. Now he’s hosting this
number-crunching news show about
maps, charts and important data that

impact our daily lives.
“The Comedy Central Roast of Justin

Bieber” (Comedy Central 11pm)
[Insert GIF of Michael Jackson eating
popcorn here.]

TUESDAY 31
The Dovekeepers (KRQE-13 8pm)
Around this time of year, all TV
stations turn religious. Here, CBS
takes the book by feminist author
Alice Hoffman (Practical Magic)
about the Roman siege of Masada
(as seen through the eyes of Jewish
women) and turns it into a Biblical
miniseries.

“Weird Loners” (KASA-2 8:30pm) From
the creator of “The King of Queens”
comes this sitcom about “four
relationship-challenged mid-30-
somethings.” ... So it’s every sitcom
since “Friends”?

“Younger” (TV Land 8pm) A 40-year-old
woman (Broadway baby Sutton
Foster) pretends to be 26 in order to
land her dream job.

“Cougar Town” (TBS 8:30pm) Put away
the wine, and retire the penny can:
“Cougar Town” goes off the air after
six seasons.

WEDNESDAY 1
“truTV’s April Foolathon: Best Hoaxes

Ever & Best Pranks Ever” (truTV
6pm) Best hoax so far: truTV’s
“Foolathon” is only an hour long. a

THURSDAY 26
“Vikings: Athelstan’s Journal” (History

9:03pm) Athelstan, the Christian
priest-turned-Viking warrior, shares his
thoughts on various aspects of 10th-
century history in this creative look
back at the past few seasons of History
Channel’s bloody drama “Vikings.”

FRIDAY 27
“Bride By Design” (TLC 7pm) A new
wedding dress-fitting show on TLC? But
won’t all the old wedding dress-fitting
shows on TLC get jealous?

SATURDAY 28
“World’s Biggest Pets” (Animal Planet

8pm)When people at political rallies
and sports gatherings shout “We’re
number one!,” do you ever wonder what
America is number one at? Well,
Animal Planet may have an answer for
you: house pet obesity.

Bone (TCM 12am) TCM digs up B-movie
master Larry Cohen’s long-lost debut
film from 1972. Cohen’s
writing/directing work (Black Caesar,
Hell Up in Harlem, It’s Alive, The Stuff)

Sometimes Dead Is Better
“iZombie” on The CW

BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

C
omic books continue to be an
inexhaustible source of inspiration for
television. It seems we can’t go a week

without running into a new comic-based series.
(Last week, in this very space, we were talking
about Sony PlayStation Network’s “Powers.”)
The CW, already home to “Arrow” and “The
Flash,” at least goes in a different direction
with its newest page-to-screen adaptation
“iZombie.”

The series is loosely based on Chris
Roberson and Michael Allred’s book of the
same name, published by DC Comics’ Vertigo
imprint. And as you can probably guess from
the title, it’s not so interested in the adventures
of cape-wearing superheroes. Developed and
produced by Rob Thomas (“Veronica Mars”),
“iZombie” introduces us to Olivia Moore
(Australian actress Rose McIver from The
Lovely Bones). Liv, as she is known to friends,
works as a medical intern. But a tragic
encounter aboard a zombie-filled party boat has
left her among the living dead. Now pale-
skinned and craving brains, Liv decides a job in
the Seattle morgue is more suited to her new
temperament. The job gives her easy access to
a never-ending supply of brains, but it comes
with an unintended side effect. Turns out that
when Liv eats the brains of the recently
deceased, she gets flashes of their memories.
This makes her a handy little crime-solver.
(Which she accomplishes under the guise of
being “psychic-ish.”)

Right off the bat, most viewers will recognize
“iZombie” as a simple mash-up of “Veronica
Mars” and “Pushing Daisies.” So far it’s not as
distinctive as either of those cult favorites, but

it’s a likable enough start. The overall tone of
the show is cute and flippant. The show’s
writers don’t waste a lot of time explaining
things. Liv’s transformation into a zombie
detective is basically completed before the
opening credits of the pilot are over with. There
are hints of a slightly deeper story. Liv is hiding
her undead condition from her family. They
think she’s just battling depression—what with
the sudden “goth” look and radical career
change. A bit more digging into this emotional
territory and the show could be more than just a
snarky, supernatural “CSI.”

There are a few dated elements that the
show might want to shed sooner than later.
Producers rely on cheesy, animated transition
scenes in which the show pops in and out of
comic book-like freeze frames. Yes, the show
started out life as a comic. But “iZombie”
contains very few “comic book”-like trappings.
Borrowing campy, Creepshow-style graphics
makes the show look like it’s mocking its roots.
Which it shouldn’t be. Also giving off a dated,
distinctly ’90s vibe is the show’s insistent, first-
person voice-over. McIver is perfectly appealing
in her role as main character/narrator. But the
show is simple enough—we don’t need the
narrative hand-holding.

“iZombie” isn’t trying to break any new
ground. It’s a lot like every other “quirky” crime
solver series on TV right now. It’s “The
Mentalist” staffed with zombies and directed by
Tim Burton. But it’s fun. With some honest
emotions and some slightly more believable
mysteries, this lighthearted detective series
could land itself a loyal audience hungry for
more. a

“iZombie” airs Tuesdays at 8pm on KWBQ-19.
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OPENING THIS WEEK
1971
In March of 1971, eight ordinary citizens broke into an
FBI field office outside of Philadelphia, Pa. The group,
calling itself the Citizens’ Commission to Investigate the
FBI, stole every single file in the office and started
mailing them to newsrooms around the country. That
action resulted in the revelation of COINTELPRO, J. Edgar
Hoover’s illegal domestic surveillance program. Finally,
the story of how it all went down—and who was behind
it—is revealed in director Johanna Hamilton’s searing
portrait of still timely (hello, Edward Snowden) political
rebellion. 79 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Sunday 3/29 at
Guild Cinema)

The Boy with Green Hair
This classic postwar parable from 1948 examines the
public reaction to a young war orphan who finds safe
haven in small-town America—at least until his hair
mysteriously turns green. Then, frightened by a change
they cannot understand, the townspeople turn against
the outsider. Robert Ryan, Pat O’Brien and Dean
Stockwell are among the cast. 82 minutes. Unrated.
(Opens Saturday 3/28 at Guild Cinema)

Get Hard
Will Ferrell and the clearly overworked Kevin Hart (six
films last year and two so far in 2015) star in this racial
comedy. Ferrell is millionaire James King, busted for
fraud and bound for San Quentin. On the run from
police, James ends up in the South Central LA home of
family man Darnell Lewis (Hart). Mistaking him for a
street thug (because, you know, racial humor), James
offers to pay the man to school him in the art of being a
gangsta—so he can survive in prison. Needless to say,
this mismatched buddy comedy doesn’t try very hard.
100 minutes. R. (Opens Thursday 3/26 at Century 14
Downtown, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Century Rio)

Gigi
Leslie Caron, Maurice Chevalier and Louis Jourdan star
in this 1958 musical (and winner of 9 Academy
Awards). Caron is a young girl in turn-of-the-century
Paris being groomed as a professional courtesan. But
when she accompanies a rich family friend (Jourdan) on
a vacation, she begins to blossom into a woman. In
retrospect, the whole thing is kind of pervy. But it’s a
feast for the eyes and ears. Chevalier provides the
highlight, singing “Thank Heaven For Little Girls.” 115
minutes. G. (Opens Sunday 3/29 at Century 14
Downtown, Century Rio)

Hits
Comedian/actor David Cross (“Arrested Development”)
wrote and directed this feature comedy about an
anxious municipal worker (Matt Walsh from “Upright
Citizens Brigade,” “Human Giant” and “Reno 911!”) who
becomes a viral video sensation. Our unwitting hero’s
caustic meltdown at a city council meeting becomes a
hit on the internet, causing his fame-obsessed daughter
to go nuts and a horde of Brooklyn hipsters to rally
around him like a cult leader. Wyatt Cenac, Michael
Cera, David Koechner, Derek Waters and Amy Sedaris
drop by for cameos. 96 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Friday
3/27 at Guild Cinema)

Holbrook/Twain: An American Odyssey
For 60 years legendary actor Hal Holbrook has been
portraying writer Mark Twain live on stage in the award-
winning one-man show Mark Twain Tonight! This new
documentary examines both Holbrook’s inspired
portrayal of the fabled humorist and the relevance of
Twain’s work in today’s America. Holbrook himself will be
appearing at the screening, courtesy of Movies and
Meaning: A Dream Space Festival. 95 minutes. Unrated.
(Opens Saturday 3/28 at Guild Cinema)

Home
DreamWorks Animation mashes together E.T. the Extra-
Terrestrial and Lilo & Stitch in the hopes that wayward
alien mascot Oh (voiced by Jim Parsons from “The Big

Bang Theory”) will become the next toy/video game/t-
shirt-generating machine. It’s safe to say he won’t. The
story, about a misfit alien who befriends a lonely Earth
girl (Rihanna), feels awfully recycled. If you’re an adult
who doesn’t find Parsons’ voice grating, you might
survive a screening with your kids. 94 minutes. PG.
(Opens Friday 3/27 at Century 14 Downtown, Rio
Rancho Premiere Cinema, Century Rio)

An Honest Liar
The life and career of renowned stage magician and
professional skeptic/dubunker of the paranormal James
Randi is explored in this twisty and highly entertaining
documentary portrait. The fact that Randi came out as
gay a few years ago—in his 80s!—shows the old guy still
has a trick or two up his sleeve. 90 minutes. Unrated.
(Opens Sunday 3/29 at Guild Cinema)

It Follows
In this innovative, flashback-’80s-style horror flick,
teenagers who have sex are hunted down by a
nameless, faceless and completely unstoppable
monster. The only way to fend it off? Pass the curse on
to some other poor victim by ... you know, sleeping with
them. It sounds outlandish, but writer-director David
Robert Mitchell (The Myth of the American Sleepover)
has crafted one of the purest, scariest horror films in
years with this one. 100 minutes. R. (Opens Thursday
3/26 at Century Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema)

Toy Story
UNM’s SUB Theater celebrates the 20th anniversary of
this beloved animated classic from Pixar. The CGI
animation looks a bit primitive these days, but cowboy
Woody (voiced by Tom Hanks) and spaceman Buzz
Lightyear (voiced by Tim Allen) are still as lovable as
ever. 81 minutes. G. (Opens Thursday 3/26 at SUB
Theater)

Woman in Gold
British treasure Helen Mirren stars as Maria Altmann, an
octogenarian Jewish refugee who takes on the Austrian
government to recover a Gustav Klimt masterpiece
stolen by the Nazis during World War II. It’s based on a
true story. Unfortunately, it’s a mostly speech-heavy
courtroom drama. And what the hell is Ryan Reynolds
(Van Wilder, Green Lantern) doing here playing a Jewish
lawyer? 109 minutes. PG-13. (Opens Tuesday 3/31 at
Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio)

STILL PLAYING
‘71
A young, British army recruit (Jack O’Connell from 300:
Rise of an Empire) graduates boot camp only to find
himself smack dab in the middle of “The Troubles” in
northern Ireland, circa 1971. On his first day out, our
protagonist gets ambushed by Catholic nationalists and
left behind by his squad. For one tension-filled night,
he’s got to figure out who his friends are, what his
enemies look like and how he’s going to stay alive on
the riot-torn streets of Belfast. This raw, minimalist
thriller ignores political history in favor of brutal,
breathless action. Reviewed in v24 i12. 99 minutes. R.
(Century 14 Downtown)

American Sniper
Reliable but rarely more than workmanlike director Clint
Eastwood helms this biopic based on the biography of
Navy SEAL sniper Chris Kyle. Bradley Cooper is
excellent, running through all the emotions of our main
character as he goes from front-line shellshocked to
home-front rehabilitated. But Eastwood waffles too
much between gung-ho patriotism and a more reasoned
examination of the horrors our modern military men and
women are asked to endure. It wants to tackle some big
moral issues, but unlike Eastwood’s Unforgiven, it can’t
break the Hollywood formula long enough to find the
metaphorical weight behind the story. 132 minutes. R.
(Century Rio)

The Babadook
From Australia comes this gripping psychological horror
thriller. Worn-out single mother Amelia (Essie Davis) is

doing her best to raise her troubled young son Samuel
(Noah Wiseman). One day the kid finds an unusual
bedtime storybook about a monstrous intruder named
the Babadook. Before long Samuel’s imagination goes
into overdrive, and he’s convinced this literary
boogeyman is coming for him. As dark coincidences
begin to pile up around the house, mom starts to
believe as well. The frights are powerful, but writer-
director Jennifer Kent puts real-life emotions ahead of
seat-grabbing scares. 93 minutes. Unrated. (Guild
Cinema)

Chappie
From the writer-director of District 9 and Elysium comes
another South Africa-based sci-fi drama. In the near
future, Hugh Jackman has built an army of oppressive
robot cops to patrol the streets. But a rebellious
scientist (Dev Patel) and a couple of street thugs (Ninja
and Yo-Landi from Die Antwoord) kidnap one of the
robots and reprogram it, teaching it the value of human
life. The effects are amazing, but the story is sorely
lacking in the sypathetic character department. 120
minutes. R. (Century Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema)

Cinderella
Kenneth Branagh (Henry V, Thor) directs this straight-
faced, unironic live-action adaptation of Disney’s 1950
animated gem. It looks gorgeous from top to bottom,
and Lily James (from “Downton Abbey”) seems perfectly
appropriate as the ball-going protagonist. But this
version adds nothing whatsoever new to the old story.
For Disney princess completists only. Reviewed in v24
i11. 113 minutes. PG. (Century 14 Downtown, Century
Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema)

Do You Believe?
From the creators of God’s Not Dead comes some more
preaching to the choir. Like a Jesus-based version of
Crash, this film consists of a bunch of random,
seemingly unconnected characters (a pastor, a pregnant
teenage girl, a nurse, a paramedic, an ex-soldier, a
homeless mother, a suicidal young man, a lawyer), all of
whose lives are “interconnected by the hand of God.” Ted
McGinley (“Married with Children”), Sean Astin (The
Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring), Mira
Sorvino (Mighty Aphrodite), Delroy Lindo (Get Shorty),
Lee Majors (“The Six Million Dollar Man”), Brian
Bosworth (former NFL linebacker and star of Stone
Cold) and Cybill Shepherd (The Last Picture Show) are
among the odd cast. 115 minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio,
Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema)

The DUFF
A young woman (Mae Whitman, “Arrested
Development”) shakes up the social order of high
school after discovering she’s been labeled a “DUFF”
(Designated Ugly Fat Friend) by her more popular pals.
Naturally, this is accomplished though the time-honored
magic of the cinematic makeover. As in all Pygmalion-
inspired romcoms, this is easily accomplished, since our
“fat” and “ugly” heroine is clearly neither. Think John
Hughes with hashtags ... and you’re trying a lot harder
than this formulaic tween comedy is. 101 minutes. PG-
13. (Century Rio)

Focus
Will Smith is a big-money con man who hires a new
“intern” in the form of sexy but naive Margot Robbie
(The Wolf of Wall Street). Years later she returns as an
accomplished femme fatale to throw a monkey wrench
into his best-laid plans. The actors are having fun, but
the script gets needlessly bogged down in “clever”
twists. 104 minutes. R. (Century 14 Downtown)

The Gunman
Sean Penn—hungry for some of that sweet, Liam
Neeson-style, old-man-running-around-and-kicking-ass
money—hires the director of Taken to give him a career
boost. Penn stars in this humorless thriller as a
mercenary sniper who assassinates a political bigwig in
the Congo. Years later, he’s a reformed good guy, who
suddenly finds himself the target of an international hit
squad. Like a wrinkled Jason Bourne, he hops around
the globe trying to figure out who’s behind it all. 115
minutes. R. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, Rio
Rancho Premiere Cinema)

Insurgent
The popular young adult book series about a dystopian
future in which mean old adults won’t let rebellious
teens grow up to be whatever they want returns with the
second outing in the trilogy (which will, inevitably, turn
into four films). Shailene Woodley is back as
troublemaking “divergent” Tris, who’s obliged to run and
fight and take a bunch of tests (no, really) in this
predictably rote sequel. 119 minutes. PG-13. (Century
14 Downtown, Century Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere
Cinema)

Kingsman: The Secret Service
Matthew Vaughn (Layer Cake, X-Men: First Class) directs
this fast, funny, impossibly kinetic action flick based on
the comic book by Mark Millar (Kick-Ass, Wanted).
Newcomer Taron Egerton stars as a trendy British street
kid who gets recruited to a top-secret spy agency that’s,
like, James Bond cranked up to 11. Colin Firth is the
young spy’s perfectly aloof bad-ass of a trainer. Samuel
L. Jackson is the high-tech baddie. 129 minutes. R. (Rio
Rancho Premiere Cinema, Century Rio)

The Lazarus Effect
From the director of Jiro Dreams of Sushi (really?)
comes this inexpensive, Insidious/Sinister-esque horror
flick about a bunch of med students who discover a way
to bring the dead back to life—with predictably ghostly
repercussions. The atypical cast includes “The O.C.”
babe Olivia Wilde, mumblecore director/actor Mark
Duplass and Evan Peters (from “American Horror
Story”). 83 minutes. PG-13. (Century 14 Downtown,
Century Rio)

McFarland, USA
This Disney-produced “based on the inspirational true
story” sports flick is pure formula. But it’s a formula that
works. Kevin Costner is a high school coach exiled to a
dirtwater farming community in California. There, he
creates a winning cross country running team with some
of the ragtag local migrant worker kids. It’s all very
familiar, but director Niki Caro (Whale Rider) shows
considerable sympathy to the impoverished farm
workers depicted here. Reviewed in v24 i8. 129
minutes. PG. (Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Century
Rio, Century 14 Downtown)

Run All Night
Terrorists, criminal kingpins and bad guys in general:
When are you going to stop threatening members of
Liam Neeson’s family? It never ends well for you.
Neeson—still in full-on, ass-kicking, old-man mode—
stars as a mob hitman who accidentally (sorta) shoots
his boss’ son. As expected, the boss man (Ed Harris)
doesn’t take to kindly to the action and pledges to
execute our protagonist’s offspring (Joel Kinnaman from
“The Killing”). Our hitman antihero has just one night to
figure out where his loyalties lie and how many people
have to die before dawn. Spaniard Jaume Collett-Serra
(Orphan, Unknown, Non-Stop) directs this violent action
thriller. 114 minutes. R. (Century 14 Downtown, Century
Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema)

The Second Best Exotic Marigold Hotel
The Best Exotic Marigold Hotel gave audiences the exact
dose of twee elderly romance, exotic locals and faintly
inuendo-filled comedy they were looking for. So
everybody from director (Shakespeare in Love’s John
Madden) to cast (Dev Patel, Maggie Smith, Judi Dench,
Bill Nighy) have returned for more of the same. Seems
the now successful retirement hotel in Jaipur, India, has
only one vacancy left, prompting newcomers (including
Richard Gere) to fight for space. 122 minutes. PG.
(Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio)

The SpongeBob Movie: Sponge Out of
Water
When the secret formula for Krabby Patties goes
missing, SpongeBob and his pals (Patrick, Squidward,
Sandy, Mr. Krabs) venture into the real world (featuring
a mix of live-action and 3D animation) to recover it from
a dastardly pirate (Antonio Banderas ... no, really). Also,
they become superheroes. Yeah, SpongeBob doesn’t
make a lot of sense. But it’s awesome. 93 minutes. PG.
(Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio) a
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CENTURY 14 DOWNTOWN
100 Central SW • 1 (800) 326-3264 ext. 943#

Woman in Gold Tue 7:00; Wed-Thu Call for times
Gigi Sun 2:00; Wed 2:00, 7:00
Home 3D Fri-Sun 4:35, 9:25; Mon-Thu 2:10, 4:35
Home Fri-Sun 11:45am, 2:10, 7:00; Mon-Thu 11:45am, 7:00
Get Hard Fri-Sun 12:10, 2:40, 5:10, 7:40, 10:10; Mon-Thu
12:10, 2:40, 5:10, 7:40

Insurgent Fri-Sun 1:45, 4:35, 7:25; Mon-Thu 1:45, 4:35, 7:25
‘71 Fri-Sun 12:00, 2:30, 5:05, 7:35, 10:05; Mon-Thu 12:00,
2:30, 5:05, 7:35

The Gunman Fri-Sun 11:30am, 2:15, 5:00, 7:45, 10:35; Mon-
Thu 11:30am, 2:15, 5:00, 7:45

Insurgent 3D Fri-Sun 12:20, 3:10, 6:00, 8:50, 10:20; Mon-Thu
12:20, 3:10, 6:00

McFarland, USA Fri-Sun 1:15, 4:15, 7:15, 10:15; Mon-Thu
1:15, 4:15, 7:15

Run All Night Fri-Sun 11:40am, 2:25, 5:10, 7:55, 10:40; Mon-
Thu 11:40am, 2:25, 5:10, 7:55

Cinderella Fri-Sun 12:15, 1:40, 3:00, 4:25, 5:50, 7:30, 8:35,
10:10; Mon-Thu 12:15, 1:40, 3:00, 4:25, 5:50, 7:30

The Second Best Exotic Marigold Hotel Fri-Sun 1:30, 4:20,
7:10, 10:00; Mon-Thu 1:30, 4:20, 7:10

The Lazarus Effect Fri-Sat 1:25, 3:40, 5:55, 8:10, 10:30; Sun
5:55, 8:10, 10:30; Mon-Wed 1:25, 3:40, 5:55, 8:10; Thu
1:25, 3:40, 5:55, 8:10

Focus Fri-Sun 11:55am, 2:35, 5:15, 7:50, 10:25; Mon
11:55am, 2:35, 5:15, 7:50; Tue 11:55am, 2:35; Wed-Thu
11:55am, 2:35, 5:15, 7:50

The SpongeBob Movie: Sponge Out of Water Fri-Sun
11:35am, 2:05, 4:30, 7:05, 9:30; Mon-Wed 11:35am, 2:05,
4:30, 7:05; Thu 11:35am, 2:05, 4:30, 7:05

CENTURY RIO
I-25 & Jefferson • 1 (800) 326-3264

Woman in Gold Tue 7:00, 10:00, 12:01am; Wed-Thu Call for
times

Gigi Sun 2:00; Wed 2:00, 7:00
Kingsman: The Secret Service Fri-Thu 12:15, 3:35, 6:55,
10:15

It Follows Fri-Thu 11:10am, 2:00, 4:50, 7:40, 10:30
Home Fri-Thu 11:05am, 1:45, 3:30, 4:25, 7:05, 8:55, 9:45
Home 3D Fri-Sun 12:00, 12:50, 2:40, 5:20, 6:15, 8:00, 10:40,
11:35; Mon-Thu 12:00, 12:50, 2:40, 5:20, 6:15, 8:00,
10:40

Get Hard Fri-Sun 10:30am, 11:25am, 12:20, 1:20, 2:15,
3:10, 4:10, 5:05, 6:00, 7:00, 7:55, 8:50, 9:50, 10:45,
11:40; Mon-Thu 10:30am, 11:25am, 12:20, 1:20, 2:15,
3:10, 4:10, 5:05, 6:00, 7:00, 7:55, 8:50, 9:50, 10:45

Do You Believe? Fri-Thu 1:05, 4:10, 7:15, 10:20
The Gunman Fri-Thu 1:25, 4:30, 7:35, 10:35
Insurgent Fri-Thu 11:35am, 12:20, 1:10, 3:30, 4:20, 5:55,
6:40, 7:30, 9:50, 10:40

Insurgent 3D Fri-Sat 10:45am, 1:55, 2:45, 5:05, 8:15, 9:05,
11:25; Sun-Mon 10:45am, 1:55, 2:45, 5:05, 8:15, 9:05;
Tue-Thu 10:45am, 1:55, 2:45, 5:05, 8:15

Run All Night Fri-Thu 10:30am, 1:35, 4:40, 7:45, 10:45
Cinderella Fri-Sat 10:35am, 11:35am, 12:05, 12:50, 1:40,
3:10, 3:55, 4:45, 5:55, 6:15, 7:00, 7:50, 9:20, 10:05,
11:00; Sun-Mon 10:35am, 11:35am, 12:05, 12:50, 1:40,
3:10, 3:55, 4:45, 5:55, 6:15, 7:00, 7:50, 9:20, 10:05; Tue-
Thu 10:35am, 11:35am, 12:05, 12:50, 1:40, 3:10, 3:55,
4:45, 6:15, 7:00, 7:50, 9:20, 10:05

The Second Best Exotic Marigold Hotel Fri-Sun 12:55, 4:05,
7:15, 10:25; Mon 12:55, 4:05; Tue 12:55, 4:05, 7:15,
10:25;

Chappie Fri-Thu 12:45, 3:55, 7:05, 10:15
The Lazarus Effect Fri-Thu 12:15, 2:50, 5:25, 8:00, 10:30
McFarland, USA Fri-Sat 12:05, 3:25, 6:50, 10:10; Sun 6:50,
10:10; Mon-Thu 12:05, 3:25, 6:50, 10:10

The DUFF Fri-Thu 2:45, 9:05
The SpongeBob Movie: Sponge Out of Water Fri-Thu 10:35am,
1:30, 4:20

American Sniper Fri-Thu 7:10, 10:35

COTTONWOOD STADIUM 16
Cottonwood Mall • 897-6858

Please check alibi.com/filmtimes for films and times.

GUILD CINEMA
3405 Central NE • 255-1848

Hits Fri 4:00, 6:00, 8:00
The Babadook Fri 10:00
Holbrook/Twain: An American Odyssey Sat 4:30, 7:00
The Boy With Green Hair Sat-Sun 12:00
1971 Sun-Thu 4:15, 8:30
An Honest Liar Sun-Thu 6:15

HIGH RIDGE
12910 Indian School NE • 275-0038

Please check alibi.com/filmtimes for films and times.

MOVIES 8
4591 San Mateo NE • 1 (800) Fandango, express # 1194

A La Mala Fri-Thu 1:40, 7:40
Paddington Fri-Thu 11:10am, 12:30, 1:50, 3:10, 4:30, 7:10,
9:50

Jupiter Ascending Fri-Thu 12:10, 6:50
Jupiter Ascending 3D Fri-Thu 3:40, 10:00
The Imitation Game Fri-Thu 6:40, 9:30
The Boy Next Door Fri-Thu 12:20, 2:50, 5:20, 7:50, 10:20
Seventh Son Fri-Thu 11:05am, 4:50, 10:30
Taken 3 Fri-Thu 6:30, 9:20
The Wedding Ringer Fri-Thu 11:20am, 2:00, 4:40, 7:20, 10:10
Night at the Museum: Secret of the Tomb Fri-Thu 11:00am,
1:30, 4:20, 7:00, 9:40

Big Hero 6 Fri-Thu 12:00, 3:30

MOVIES WEST
9201 Coors NW • 1 (800) Fandango, express # 1247

Night at the Museum: Secret of the Tomb Fri-Thu 12:00, 2:35,
5:10, 7:45, 10:20

A La Mala Fri-Thu 1:50, 7:05
Paddington Fri-Thu 12:05, 1:45, 2:35, 4:15, 5:05, 7:35, 10:05
Jupiter Ascending Fri-Thu 12:35, 6:50
Jupiter Ascending 3D Fri-Thu 3:40, 10:00
The Imitation Game Fri-Thu 7:00, 9:55
Seventh Son 3D Fri-Thu 4:30, 10:00
Seventh Son Fri-Thu 1:40, 7:15
Taken 3 Fri-Thu 6:55, 9:50
The Wedding Ringer Fri-Thu 4:25, 9:50
Into the Woods Fri-Thu 1:00, 4:00, 7:00, 10:05
Big Hero 6 Fri-Thu 1:25, 4:10

RIO RANCHO PREMIERE CINEMA
1000 Premiere Parkway • 994-3300

It Follows Fri-Thu 12:10, 2:45, 5:20, 7:55, 10:30
Get Hard Fri-Thu 10:15am, 12:50, 3:25, 6:00, 8:35
Home Fri-Thu 10:55am, 1:35, 4:15, 6:55, 9:35
Home 3D Fri-Thu 10:05am, 12:35, 3:05, 5:35, 8:05, 10:35
The Gunman Fri-Thu 10:30am, 1:30, 4:20, 7:15, 10:05
Do You Believe? Fri-Wed 12:20, 3:15, 6:10, 9:05; Thu 12:20
Insurgent Fri-Thu 10:20am, 11:10am, 1:25, 4:30, 5:20, 7:35,
10:40

Insurgent 3D Fri-Thu 2:15, 8:25
Run All Night Fri-Thu 10:00am, 4:00, 9:15
Cinderella Fri-Sat 10:15am, 11:15am, 1:00, 2:00, 3:45, 4:45,
6:30, 7:30, 9:15, 10:15; Sun 11:15am, 1:00, 2:00, 3:45,
4:45, 6:30, 7:30, 9:15, 10:15; Mon-Thu 10:15am, 11:15am,
1:00, 2:00, 3:45, 4:45, 6:30, 7:30, 9:15, 10:15

Chappie Fri-Thu 1:05, 7:05
McFarland, USA Fri-Wed 10:05am, 1:10, 4:15, 7:20, 10:25;
Thu 10:05am, 1:10, 4:15

Kingsman: The Secret Service Fri-Thu 10:00am, 1:05, 4:10,
7:15, 10:20

SUB THEATER
UNM (Student Union Building Room 1003) • 277-5608

East of Eden Thu 7:00
Toy Story Fri-Sat 6:00, 8:00; Sun 1:00, 3:00
Unbroken Tue 8:00; Wed 4:00, 7:00; Thu 3:30

WINROCK STADIUM 16 IMAX & RPX
2100 Louisiana Blvd. NE • 881-2220

Please check alibi.com/filmtimes for films and times.
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MUSIC | ShOw Up!GET LIT
BY AUGUST MARCH

Take Yourself Out Tonight
For music, people and life

BY AUGUST MARCH

“T
ake me out tonight/ Where there’s
music and there’s people/ Who’re
young and alive/ Driving in your car/ I

never, never want to go home/ Because I
haven’t got one anymore/ Take me out
tonight/ Because I want to see people/ And I
want to see life/ Driving in your car/ Oh,
please don’t drop me home/ Because it’s not
my home, it’s their home/ And I’m welcome
no more/ And if a double-decker bus/ Crashes
into us/ To die by your side/ Is such a heavenly
way to die/ And if a 10-ton truck/ Kills the
both of us/ To die by your side/ Well, the
pleasure, the privilege is mine.”—“There Is a
Light That Never Goes Out” by The Smiths
from the album The Queen Is Dead

I’m in agreement with Morrissey’ssentiment about wanting to go out where
there’s music and therefore life, but I

decline to endorse the Pope of Mope’s affected
rejection of home or his moribund dedication
to Thanatos. For me, the pleasure and
privilege of writing about music is all I need.
So here’s a closer look at the events
comprising this week’s reasons to keep on
jumping and jiving around this mortal coil.

Thursday
It’s not a concert, and it’s like, totally sold out,
but the filmic tribute to local music legend
Randy Castillo at KiMo Theatre (423 Central
NW) on Thursday, March 26, sounds like a
most excellent event. Castillo—now 13 years
gone from cruel cancer—began his storied
career here in Burque.
Coming straight outta West Mesa High,

Castillo literally tripped his way up to
Española with his first band The Wumblies
before going west to the City of Angels. There,
he landed a gig with fellow Burqueño and
awesome bassist Michael Goodroe in a new

wave outfit called The Motels. Castillo’s
furious, fantastic work on tour with The
Motels led to work with Lita Ford, Ozzy
Osbourne and Mötley Crüe. The Life, Blood
and Rhythm of Randy Castillo screens at 7pm.

Friday
One supposes that drummer Kris Kerby’s erotic
indulgences result in production of a pulsing
plethora of percussive elements. Then again,
maybe the name of his solo project is merely a
symbolic reference to an all-encompassing,
essential dedication to his art. In any case
ICUMDRUMS is a noisy, metallic effort
that’s proving itself both provocative and
profound. Kerby and company perform on
Friday, March 27, at DIY venue Iron Haus
(804 Iron SW) to celebrate the release of
ICUMDRUMS’ latest recording The Girdle.
While ICUMDRUMS’ output is deliriously

dark and deconstructed, special guests Leeches
of Lore provide an interesting contrast to that
methodology—what with their rapt attention
to groovy genre-hopping tendencies and
melodic phrasing. Italian Rats and DJ Rygar
start the evening’s procession to postmodern,
post-metal mirth-making at 9pm.

Saturday
Politically engaged and socially conscious hip-
hop artists Immortal Technique (aka Felipe
Andres Coronel) and Talib Kweli make an
appearance at Sunshine Theater (120 Central
SW) on Saturday, March 28. A native of Peru,
Immortal Technique has built a career
exploring and exposing urban injustice with a
finely tuned sense of poetic flow that’s aided by
a beatifically hardcore East Coast style.
Meanwhile, Kweli hails from Brooklyn, and

his collaborations with Mos Def at century’s
end set the standard for deeply reflective,
culturally aware urban jams. Kweli continues
to evolve and give voice to important issues
overlooked by the mainstream media. The

titles of his two most recent releases, Prisoner
of Conscious and Gravitas, sum up a solid sound
nuanced by thick beats and daring
experimentation. Tickets for this all-ages (13-
plus) trip to the for-real hip-hop nation cost
$25, and the recital starts at 7pm.

Monday
Launchpad (618 Central SW) welcomes

mysterious Fat Wreck Chords recording artists
Masked Intruder on Monday, March 30, for a
show piled high with pop, punk and powerfully
playful costume conceits. Masked Intruder, a
rock unit from Madison, Wis., makes a type of
music that (while certainly reliant on
gimmickry) also rocks pretty danged
righteously; see easily digestible pop nuggets
like “Crime Spree,” “Weirdo” and “25 to Life.”
Masked Intruder is part Weezer with a
calculated Pussy Riot inflection. Mostly just a
hoot to listen in on, the members purportedly
met in jail, and they do a killer cover of the
Go-Go’s “We Got the Beat.”
Seattle pop-punk quintet Success’ members

wear birth-control glasses, and four of the fine
young lads also sport huge beards. This rugged
crew provides supersonic support to the
Intruder’s takeover. Besides churning out speedy,
hook-laden, original tuneage, Success also does a
damn decent version of Spin Doctors’ corporate-
rock masterpiece “Two Princes.” Of course it’s an
ironic gesture. Local punk demiurge Russian
Girlfriends opens this night of Descendents-
inspired rocanrol. This 13-plus gig starts early at
7:30pm. Launchpad’s airlock opens at 7pm, and
eight bucks gets you in. 

Tuesday
Contrariwise, if your social and cultural
engagement, hipster and/or mask fetish quota
has been overfull of late, trip on over to the
historic El Rey Theater (622 Central SW) on
Tuesday, March 31. Once there, you can turn
on, tune in and freak out (all apologies to Dr.
Leary) while being serenaded by Portlandia’s
LoveBomb Go-Go Marching Band.
An ensemble of silvery uniformed freaks

with prodigious musical talent—as well as a
stellar take on performance art informed by
band-geek cool—this marching band
transforms a bombastically traditional genre
into an expression of metaphysical musicality
with DIY culture and free love thrown in for
Sriracha sauce. Their horn section is absolutely
brilliant in its arrangement and execution on
tunes like “Emotional Vampire” and “Synaptic
Vortex.” This 18-plus trip to the West Coast of
your mind will run you $5, and the concert
marches to infinity at 7pm.

If you go to any of these shows and happen
upon an underpass, your chance may have
come at last. Don’t blow it by letting a strange
fear grip you; keep on driving until you get
there, and then rock the fuck out. And keep an
eye out for double-decker buses on the way
home. a

Words Without Music reveals 
the life of Glass

Philip Glass has long been considered a formidable
voice of the avant-garde in his prolific career as a
composer and pianist, but some listeners—both
academic and casual—have been slow to embrace his
work because of stylistic concerns. Namely, his
compositions reflect a pre-eminent occupation—some
would even say an obsession—with repetition.

Glass’ new memoir Words Without Music craftily
juxtaposes the nature of recurrence in music and life
with an ongoing study of evolution and forward
momentum that tells the musician’s story and lends
vitality to his output. Throughout, Glass’ prose is clear,
focused and accessible, avoiding the grandiosity
sometimes associated with serious art music.

This book aims to explore Glass’ intensely varied
life and work through a personal lens. Words Without
Music emphasizes the broad, divergent influences
resulting from a form of minimalism that joyfully
reflects the sometimes awkward but always
compelling multi-tentacled beast known as musical
postmodernism.

Glass tells vivid and compelling stories about his
life and work. The narrative of his youth in Baltimore is
humorously prefaced with warnings his mother offered
up about what a life in music might entail. Glass’ Uncle
Henry, a gifted drummer, spent much of his life
traveling the East Coast from gig to gig. Though
forewarned that such a choice might very well lead to
poverty or worse, endless summers opening for
hapless comedians on the Borscht Belt, Glass admits
early on that such possibilities fascinated him. 

Glass’ initial attempts to find work as a musician in
New York City were rebuffed, and he returned to
Baltimore and worked a while at Bethlehem Steel. But
he was determined not to repeat his uncle’s trajectory
into hard work and obscurity. The composer spends a
good portion of the book talking about the influence
his family had on him, particularly his father Ben, a
record salesman. The senior Glass often brought home
recordings that did not sell, mostly the work of
modernists like Stravinsky and Bartók. Eventually
though, Glass came upon the quartets of Schubert and
Beethoven, discoveries that ignited his desire to
pursue music and led to college and a move to
Chicago.

Glass continually refers to things he heard growing
up, from the Yiddish spoken by close relatives at home
to the sound of steel wheels on the tracks from
Pennsylvania to the Windy City. He connects all these
sonic reminiscences to discoveries he made later in
life—the expression of chaos in ordered systems, the
cyclical essence of time and time-keeping and the
cultural underpinnings that make music so familiar and
desirable an experience to humans.

With a heady conglomeration of influences,
personages and experiences in his ken, it’s no wonder
the composer’s career quickly ascended past even his
own expectations. Stints at Juilliard and study in Paris
with modernist matriarch Nadia Boulanger led to an
embrace of playwright Samuel Beckett’s sparse sense
of timing, the appropriation of Aaron Copland’s
American musical ideas, a fascination with Indian
music and ultimately, minimalism and a deep sense of
repetition and reiteration as guiding melodic
structures.

As Glass’ repertoire of compositions and
reputation as a maverick grew, so did controversy
surrounding his work. He admits there was little
tolerance among traditionalists for what he was trying
to achieve, but never aims a bitter tone toward those
who scoffed at his methodologies, instead choosing to
celebrate the opportunities he had to change and
influence the world around him.

Overall, Words Without Music serves as a bountiful
introduction to the realm and practice of modern music
and its provocative progeny, as embodied by one of its
more succinctly eloquent practitioners. Neither overly
technical nor glossily glib, Glass’ memoir will likely lead
you to search—with subtle yet repeated abandon—for
the Koyaanisqatsi soundtrack you got as a holiday
present in the ’80s. a

Talib Kweli COURTESY OF ARTIST
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THURSDAY MARCH 26
CORRALES BISTRO BREWERY, Corrales Last Call • jazz •

6pm • FREE
THE COWGIRL BBQ, Santa Fe Alice Wallace Band •

country, Americana • 8pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!
DIRTY BOURBON Chad Freeman & Redline • 9pm • $5
DRAFT STATION Swag Duo • jazz, blues, Motown • 7pm •

FREE • ALL-AGES!
EMBERS STEAKHOUSE, Isleta Casino Shane Wallin •

soul, pop • 6pm • FREE
HOTEL ANDALUZ Jesus Bas y MÁS • 7pm • ALL-AGES!
LAUNCHPAD Fallujah • Eat A Helicopter • deathcore • Ruse •

Louder Than Sirens • 7:30pm • $8
LIZARD TAIL BREWING Kamikaze Karaoke • 7:30pm •

FREE • ALL-AGES!
LOW SPIRITS Modus Operandi • alternative, punk • Sweet

Struggle • Scarecrow Effect • 9:30pm • $5
MARBLE BREWERY The Giving Tree Band • folk,

Americana • 8pm • FREE
MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras The Willies • country, alternative •

6pm • FREE
MONTE VISTA FIRE STATION Alex Maryol • blues, rock •

8pm • FREE
OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE Vijay Iyer Trio • jazz •

7:30pm • $20-$25 • ALL-AGES!
POSH NIGHTCLUB Throwback Thursday • 9pm • FREE
Q BAR Latin Gold Thursday • 8pm
RANCHERS CLUB Lindy Gold • piano • 6:30pm • FREE
SANTA FE SOL, Santa Fe Young Creatures • psychedelic,

pop • 7:30pm • $5
SAVOY BAR & GRILL The Real Matt Jones • 6pm • FREE
SCALO NORTHERN ITALIAN GRILL Chris Dracup • acoustic

blues • 8:30pm • FREE
SKYLIGHT, Santa Fe Latin Night • Golden: Old-school Hip-

hop • 9pm • $5
ST. CLAIR WINERY & BISTRO Jazz Brasileiro • bossa nova •

6pm • FREE
TRIPLE SEVENS, Isleta Casino Karaoke • 9:30pm • FREE
UPTOWN SPORTS BAR & GRILL Throw the Temple •

Nomada • rock, alternative • Dead City Radio • Chris
Ravin • 8pm • $5

WINNING COFFEE CO. Above Average Open Mic • 7pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

ZINC WINE BAR & BISTRO Raven Rutherford & Her Sweet
Potato Pie Band • 9:30pm • FREE

FRIDAY MARCH 27
ABQ BREW PUB Kookie Jones • funk, soul • 7pm • FREE •

ALL-AGES!
BIEN SHUR Kari Simmons Group • R&B, funk, soul • 9pm •

FREE
CARAVAN EAST Under the Radar • country • 5pm • $5
CORRALES BISTRO BREWERY, Corrales Claystone • 6pm •

FREE
THE COUNTY LINE BBQ Los Radiators • folk, blues •

6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!
THE COWGIRL BBQ, Santa Fe Bone Orchard • Americana •

8:30pm • FREE
DIRTY BOURBON Chad Freeman & Redline • 9pm • $5
DUEL BREWING, Santa Fe 50 Watt Whale • pop, rock •

7pm
EMBERS STEAKHOUSE, Isleta Casino Troupe Red • 6pm •

FREE
FIRST TURN LOUNGE, Downs Racetrack and Casino

Severo y Grupo Fuego • Latin, Spanish • 9pm • FREE
IRON HAUS ICUMDRUMS Cassette Release Party:

Leeches of Lore • stoner rock, psychedelic • Italian
Rats • DJ Rygar • 9pm • See “Show Up!”

LAUNCHPAD BEAT BATTLE: Wake Self with The Zia
Queens • 9:30pm • $5

LEO’S NIGHTCLUB El Diablo Fest 4 • 5pm • $6.50-$8
LOUNGE 54 @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo Carl Silva •

singer-songwriter • 9pm • FREE
LOW SPIRITS The Lonn Calanca Band • Eryn Bent • indie,

folk • 9:30pm • $5
MINE SHAFT TAVERN, Madrid Sage & Jared’s Happy

Gland Band • folk • 5pm • Open Mic with Glen Neff •
7pm • FREE

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Tom Russell • 1:30pm • The Rudy
Boy Experiment • rock, blues • 6pm • FREE

MONTE VISTA FIRE STATION Nu Methods • soul • 9pm •
FREE

PRANZO ITALIAN GRILL, Santa Fe David Geist • cabaret •
6pm • $2

PUEBLO HARVEST CAFÉ Party on the Patio: The DCN
Project • funk, soul • 6pm • $10 • ALL-AGES!

Q BAR Various DJs • 8pm • FREE
SCALO NORTHERN ITALIAN GRILL Saudade • Brazilian

jazz • 8:30pm • FREE
SISTER Project Groove: DJ Shakedown • Raashan Ahmad •

9pm • FREE
SKYLIGHT, Santa Fe The Alchemy Party • 9pm • $7 •

Reggae Dancehall Fridays • 10:30pm
STAGE @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo A Lighter Shade Of

Brown • hip-hop • 9pm • $9.51
ST. CLAIR WINERY & BISTRO Simple Truth • 6pm • FREE
SUNSHINE THEATER Take Action Tour 2015: Memphis May

Fire • metalcore • Crown the Empire • metalcore • Dance
Gavin Dance • Palisades • 7pm • $18

TLUR PA LOUNGE, Sandia Resort and Casino Blue Sol •
9:30pm • FREE

TRIPLE SEVENS, Isleta Casino Exit Zero • 9:30pm • FREE
VERNON’S HIDDEN VALLEY STEAKHOUSE Calvin

Appleberry • solo piano • 7pm • FREE

SATURDAY MARCH 28
ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Art in

the Afternoon: Jazz Brasileiro • bossa nova • 2pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

BIEN SHUR Kari Simmons Group • R&B, funk, soul • 9pm •
FREE

CARAVAN EAST Under the Radar • country • Simpatico •
Latin, Spanish • 5pm • $7

THE COOPERAGE En-Joy • Cuban salsa • 9:30pm • $10
CORRALES BISTRO BREWERY, Corrales Partners in

Crime • 6pm • FREE
THE COWGIRL BBQ, Santa Fe The Santa Fe Chiles Dixie

Jazz Band • 1pm • Broomdust Caravan • honky tonk •
8pm • FREE

DIRTY BOURBON Chad Freeman & Redline • 9pm • $5
ENVY @ ROUTE 66 CASINO DJ Kaos • 8pm
FIRST TURN LOUNGE, Downs Racetrack and Casino

Severo y Grupo Fuego • Latin, Spanish • 9pm • FREE
HISTORIC EL REY THEATER 9th Annual Moustachio

Bashio: Turbo Suit • The Magic Beans • Phazz • Akouo •
Squash Blossom Boys • bluegrass, folk • 8:30pm •
$9.99

KIMO THEATRE HAPA • Hawaiian • 8pm • $10-$30
LEGENDS THEATER @ ROUTE 66 CASINO Ezequiel Peña •

Latin, Spanish • 8pm • $22-$60 • ALL-AGES!
LEO’S NIGHTCLUB El Diablo Fest 4 • 5pm • $6.50-$8
LOUNGE 54 @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo Carl Silva •

singer-songwriter • 9pm • FREE
MINE SHAFT TAVERN, Madrid Mr. P Chill • hip-hop • 8pm •

FREE
MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras The Steve Maase Project • blues •

1:30pm • The Memphis P. Tails • blues • 6pm • FREE
MONTE VISTA FIRE STATION Felix y los Gatos • Americana,

Creole funk • 9pm • FREE
PRANZO ITALIAN GRILL, Santa Fe David Geist & Julie

Trujillo • 6pm • $2
PUEBLO HARVEST CAFÉ Party on the Patio: Todd Tijerina •

blues, rock • 6pm • $10 • ALL-AGES!
Q BAR DJ Sez • 8pm • $10
RANCHERS CLUB Lindy Gold • piano • 7pm • FREE
SCALO NORTHERN ITALIAN GRILL Jade Masque • Latin,

reggae, rock • 8:30pm • FREE
SISTER Reggae Dancehall Saturday: Brotherhood Sound

System • 8pm • $5
SKYLIGHT, Santa Fe We <3 Tech: Melanie Moore &

Mayrant • 10pm
STAGE @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo Vegas Night: DJ

KrisCut • 9pm • $5 for women; $10 for men
ST. CLAIR WINERY & BISTRO Chava and Paid My Dues

Rhythm and Blues • 6pm • FREE
SUNSHINE THEATER The People’s Champions Tour:

Immortal Technique • Talib Kweli • rap, hip-hop •
7pm • $25 • ALL-AGES! • See “Show Up!”

TLUR PA LOUNGE, Sandia Resort and Casino Blue Sol •
9:30pm • FREE

TRACTOR BREWERY WELLS PARK Zia Sun 16 Bars
Listening Party • 7pm • “In the Mix” Live DJs • 9pm •
FREE

TRIPLE SEVENS, Isleta Casino Exit Zero • 9:30pm • FREE
VERNON’S HIDDEN VALLEY STEAKHOUSE Lori Michaels •

jazz piano, vocals • 7pm • FREE
ZINC WINE BAR & BISTRO Sol de la Noche • Latin, swing •

9:30pm • FREE

SUNDAY MARCH 29
CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Keith Sanchez • rock, blues •

3pm • FREE

Music
Calendar

Music Calendar continues on page  28
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CORRALES BISTRO BREWERY, Corrales Thru Friends •
3pm • FREE

THE COWGIRL BBQ, Santa Fe Cowgirl Brunch with Drastic
Andrew • noon • Bryan Hayes • singer-songwriter • 8pm •
FREE

THE KOSMOS Chatter Sunday—Coming Together: David
Felberg • violin • Dana Winograd • cello • Nathan
Ukens • horn • Hakim Bellamy • narrator • 10:30am •
$5-$15 • ALL-AGES! • See preview box.

LAUNCHPAD The Albuquerque Battle Of The Bands •
4:15pm • $10-$12 • ALL-AGES!

POPEJOY HALL, UNM Center for the Arts The Hit Men •
classic rock • 3pm • $20-$49

VERNON’S HIDDEN VALLEY STEAKHOUSE Bob Tate • solo
piano • 6pm • FREE

MONDAY MARCH 30
CORRALES BISTRO BREWERY, Corrales Next Three Miles •

indie, folk • 6pm • FREE
THE COWGIRL BBQ, Santa Fe Cowgirl Karaoke hosted by

Michele Leidig • 9pm • FREE
LAUNCHPAD Masked Intruder • pop, punk • Success •
Russian Girlfriends • rock • 7:30pm • $8 • See “Show
Up!”

LIZARD TAIL BREWING Open Mic Night • 7pm
SKYLIGHT, Santa Fe Hurray For The Riff Raff • folk,

americana • Adia Victoria • 7:30pm • $10

TUESDAY MARCH 31
BEN MICHAEL’S Joe Daddy Blues Jam Session • 7pm •

FREE
CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Nick Peña • singer-songwriter •

6pm • FREE
CARAVAN EAST Joe Mark Angelo & Hard Livin Band •

country, variety • 5pm • FREE, ladies night
THE COWGIRL BBQ, Santa Fe Peter Roberts • country •

8pm • FREE
FIRST TURN LOUNGE, Downs Racetrack and Casino

Karaoke Night • 7pm • FREE
HISTORIC EL REY THEATER Love Bomb Go-Go Marching
Band • 7pm • $5 • See “Show Up!”

LAUNCHPAD Fashawn • rap • DJ Exile • SonReal • hip-hop,
alternative • EarthGang • 7:30pm • $10 • ALL-AGES!

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Skip Batchelor • 6pm • FREE
NICKY V’S NEIGHBORHOOD PIZZERIA B-Man & the

MizzBeeHavens • rock, country, pop • 6:30pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

POSH NIGHTCLUB Latin Tuesday: DJ Quico • 9pm • FREE
Q BAR Piano Bar with John Cousins • 5pm • FREE
SKYLIGHT, Santa Fe MMETTMLDOM • 8pm

WEDNESDAY APRIL 1
THE BARLEY ROOM Karaoke with DJ Scarlett Diva • 9pm •

FREE
BEN MICHAEL’S Sammy Perez Jazz Jam Session • 7pm •

FREE
FIRST TURN LOUNGE, Downs Racetrack and Casino

Karaoke Night • 7pm • FREE
KIMO THEATRE Altan • Irish, folk • 7:30pm • $20-$30
LAUNCHPAD Passafire • Stranger • Mondo Vibrations •

reggae, rock • 8pm • $12-$14
MAIN LIBRARY Mairéad and Dáithí • Irish, folk • noon •

FREE

MONTE VISTA FIRE STATION Blues Jam with The Memphis
P. Tails • 8pm • FREE

PIANO SOURCE Monthly Big Band Performance & Dance
Party: Westside Sound Big Band • 6pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

Q BAR Piano Bar with John Cousins • 5pm • FREE
RANCHERS CLUB Lindy Gold • piano • 6:30pm • FREE
TRACTOR BREWERY WELLS PARK Kamikaze Karaoke •

7pm • FREE a

Music Calendar continued from page  26

Come Together
Chatter ABQ, a local art/music ensemble
noted for its challenging programming and
virtuosic performances, presents Albuquerque
listeners with the
opportunity to hear
two of the more
daring selections
from the modern and
postmodern
repertoire. Federic
Rzewski’s Coming
Together, a piece for
variable-sized
chamber ensembles,
will be performed at The Kosmos (1715 Fifth
Street NW) on Sunday, March 29, starting at
10:30am. Rzewski’s work focuses on social
and historical themes from North American
and South American history; he has written
music exploring a number of intensely
American issues including social justice
among oppressed classes, economics and
leftist struggles in Chile. Coming Together
concerns itself with the infamous riots at
Attica Prison, using the letters of inmate Sam
Melville as a point of departure for examining
the nature of freedom, crime and redemption
in our modern nation. Musically minimalist but
culturally broad, Coming Together is scored
for a group of musicians and one reader. Local
poet Hakim Bellamy serves as narrator for this
compelling performance. The featured
ensemble will also perform the work of Czech
modernist Bohuslav Martinu, whose
composition Nonet was written shortly before
the composer’s death and reveals both a
celebratory fascination and sadness with life’s
processes. Tickets for this intensive interlude
cost between $5 and $15. (August March) a

EVENT |PREVIEW

SUNDAY
MARCH 29

The Kosmos
1715 Fifth Street NW
alibi.com/e/136542

10:30am

Drake 
If You’re Reading
This It’s Too Late 
(OVO Sound)

To a wide swath of rap
listeners, Drake is the only
rapper who matters. Thirty
seconds of his misanthropic bellyaching on the
front end of a single can be enough to bring an
underground artist to mainstream prominence
(see Makonnen, Migos, Future, et al.). It’s an odd
phenomenon, because at his core he’s a bland
solopsist. His latest surprise pseudo-mixtape is
DatPiff-grade jetsam, but enough people parted
ways with perfectly good currency for it to top
the charts. The sonic textures are fit for a king,
but the vocals are a prince’s boilerplate grumbles.
His sour demeanor is understandable—if the
allegations about his label not paying royalties to
its artists are true—so in a way it’s a reflection on
how capitalism screws everyone, but who wants
to pay to hear that from a dude with $30 million
in mortgages, y’know? There’s one really good
hook, “Running through the 6 with my woes,
yeah, you know how that shit go,” on “Know
Yourself,” and “6PM in New York” continues the
hilarious tradition of Drake talking shit at a
specific time and place, but if you’ve already paid
for the album, well, it is too late.

Chief Keef 
Sorry 4 the Weight 
(Self-released)

A couple months ago,
Interscope dropped Chief
Keef from its roster.
Apparently, the label had
gotten all the commercial mileage it could muster
from Keef’s 2013 minor hits “Love Sosa” and “I
Don’t Like.” Keith Cozart—who was a teenager
on house arrest when he became the rap world’s
newest fascination and sparked brief, feigned
media interest in/hand-wringing at the society of
Chicago’s South Side—seems to have responded
by not giving a fuck. Last Halloween’s release,
Back From the Dead 2, featured a bespoke
production hellscape by the rapper himself. This
week’s Sorry 4 the Weight is another consistent
chapter in the rapper’s singular Midwestern
gothic repertoire, and if “What Up” is any
indication, he’s made serious progress as a beat-
maker too. The tape is hard as hell and by no
means an easy listen, but paranoia, violence and
tenderness sometimes come together in the
delivery of a line like “They don’t want me to feed
my baby now,” and the effect is felt in the heart.

Fetty Wap, “Trap Queen”—An egalitarian
banger dedicated to his partner in crime. I’m not
sure how to request this on the radio because I
don’t feel comfortable saying the dude’s name.

Nicki Minaj, “Truffle Butter” feat. Drake,
Lil Wayne—The deep house beat is straight fire.
The raps highlight how far Minaj has surpassed
her labelmates.

The Dream, “That’s My Shit” feat. T.I.—The
“Make Up Bag” duo comes back to teach another
lesson about relationships. If you’ve ever
wondered what the Dark Traveler does at an
orgy, watch the video for this one.

B.o.B., “Graduation Camp” feat. T.I.,
JaqueBeatz—Forget for a moment that he picked
a variant of Bob for his stage name. B.o.B. reprises
“Back That Azz Up” and pairs it with one hell of a
hook to create the first summer jam of 2015.

Rae Sremmurd, “This Could Be Us”—The
brothers who made surprise summer jams and
now hang with the Jenner sisters fleshed out a
meme over a Mike Will Made-It beat. a

SONIC REDUCER
BYELLIOT PEARSON
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Free Will Astrology | Horoscopes by rob brezsny

ARIES (March 21-April 19): The term “jumped the
shark” often refers to a TV show that was once great
but gradually grew stale, and then resorted to
implausible plot twists in a desperate attempt to
revive its creative verve. I’m a little worried that you
may do the equivalent of jumping the shark in your
own sphere. April fool! I lied. I’m not at all worried that
you’ll jump the shark. It’s true that you did go through
a stagnant, meandering phase there for a short time.
But you responded by getting fierce and fertile rather
than stuck and contrived. Am I right? And now you’re
on the verge of breaking out in a surge of just-the-
right-kind-of-craziness.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): If you happen to be
singing lead vocals in an Ozzy Osbourne cover band
and someone in the audience throws what you think is
a toy rubber animal up on stage, do not
rambunctiously bite its head off to entertain
everyone. It most likely won’t be a toy, but rather an
actual critter. April fool! In fact, it’s not likely you’ll be
fronting an Ozzy Osbourne cover band any time soon.
But I hope you will avoid having to learn a lesson
similar to the one that Ozzy did during a show back in
1982, when he bit into a real bat—a small flying
mammal with webbed wings—thinking it was a toy.
Don’t make a mistake like that. What you think is fake
or pretend may turn out to be authentic.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): In the spring of 1754,
Benjamin Franklin visited friends in Maryland. While
out riding horses, they spied a small tornado whirling
through a meadow. Although Franklin had written
about this weather phenomenon, he had never seen it.
With boyish curiosity, he sped toward it. At one point
he caught up to it and lashed it with his whip to see if
it would dissipate. This is the kind of adventure I
advise you to seek out, Gemini. April fool! I half-lied. I
don’t really believe you should endanger your safety
by engaging in stunts like chasing tornadoes. But I do
think that now is a favorable time to seek out daring
exploits that quench your urge to learn.

CANCER (June 21-July 22):Novelist L. Frank Baum
created the make-believe realm known as Oz. Lewis
Carroll conjured up Wonderland, and C.S. Lewis
invented Narnia. Now you are primed to dream up
your own fantasy land and live there full-time, forever
protected from the confusion and malaise of the
profane world. Have fun in your imaginary utopia,
Cancerian! April fool! I half-lied. It’s true that now
would be a good time to give extra attention to
cultivating vivid visions of your perfect life. But I
wouldn’t recommend that you live there full-time.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): “The national anthem of Hell
must be the old Frank Sinatra song ‘I Did It My Way,’”
declares Richard Wagner, author of the book
Christianity for Dummies. “Selfish pride is Hell’s most
common trait,” he adds. “Hell’s inhabitants have a
sense of satisfaction that they can at least say
‘they’ve been true to themselves.’” Heed this warning,
Leo. Tame your lust for self-expression. April fool! I
was making a little joke. The truth is not as simplistic
as I implied. I actually think it’s important for you to be
able to declare “I did it my way” and “I’ve been true to
myself.” But for best results, do it in ways that aren’t
selfish, insensitive or arrogant.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): No matter what gender
you are, it’s an excellent time to get a gig as a stripper.
Your instinct for removing your clothes in entertaining
ways is at a peak. Even if you have never been trained
in the art, I bet you’ll have an instinctive knack. April
fool! I lied. I don’t really think you should be a stripper.
But I do recommend you experiment with a more
metaphorical version of that art. For instance, you
could expose hidden agendas that are causing
distortions and confusion. You could peel away the
layers of deception and propaganda that hide the
naked facts and the beautiful truth.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):Give yourself obsessively
to your most intimate relationships. Don’t bother
cleaning your house. Call in sick to your job. Ignore all
your nagging little errands. Now is a time for one
task only: paying maximum attention to those you

care about most. Heal any rifts between you. Work
harder to give them what they need. Listen to them
with more empathy than ever before. April fool! I
went a bit overboard there. It’s true that you’re in a
phase when big rewards can come from cultivating
and enhancing togetherness. But if you want to
serve your best relationships, you must also take
very good care of yourself.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): It’s after midnight. You’re
half-wasted, cruising around town looking for wicked
fun. You stumble upon a warehouse laboratory where
zombie bankers and military scientists are creating
genetically engineered monsters from the DNA of
scorpions, Venus flytraps and Monsanto executives.
You try to get everyone in a party mood, but all they
want to do is extract your DNA and add it to the
monster. April fool! Everything I just said was a lie. I
doubt you’ll encounter any scenario that extreme. But
you are at risk for falling into weird situations that
could compromise your mental hygiene. To minimize
that possibility, make sure that the wicked fun you
pursue is healthy, sane wicked fun. 

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): If you were a
ladybug beetle, you might be ready and eager to have
sex for nine hours straight. If you were a pig, you’d be
capable of enjoying 30-minute orgasms. If you were a
dolphin, you’d seek out erotic encounters not just with
other dolphins of both genders, but also with turtles,
seals and sharks. Since you are merely human,
however, your urges will probably be milder and more
containable. April fool! In truth, Sagittarius, I’m not so
sure your urges will be milder and more containable.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): “The past is not only
another country where they do things differently,”
says writer Theodore Dalrymple, “but also where one
was oneself a different person.” With this as your
theme, Capricorn, I invite you to spend a lot of time
visiting the Old You in the Old World. Immerse yourself
in that person and that place. Get lost there. And don’t
come back until you’ve relived at least a thousand
memories. April fool! I was exaggerating. While it is a
good time to get reacquainted with the old days and
old ways, I don’t recommend that you get utterly
consumed by the past.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):Some Aquarian
readers have been complaining. They want me to use
more celebrity references in my horoscopes. They
demand fewer metaphors drawn from literature, art
and science, and more metaphors rooted in gossipy
events reported on by tabloids. “Tell me how Kanye
West’s recent travails relate to my personal destiny,”
wrote one Aquarius. So here’s a sop to you kvetchers:
The current planetary omens say it’s in your interest
to be more like Taylor Swift and less like Miley Cyrus.
Be peppy, shimmery and breezy, not earthy, salty and
raucous. April fool! In truth, I wouldn’t write about
celebrities’ antics if you paid me. Besides, for the time
being, Miley Cyrus is a better role model for you than
Taylor Swift.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Annie Edson Taylor
needed money. She was 63 years old and didn’t have
any savings. She came up with a plan: to be the first
person to tuck herself inside a barrel and ride over
Niagara Falls. (This was back in 1901.) She reasoned
that her stunt would make her wealthy as she toured
the country speaking about it. I recommend that you
consider out-of-the-box ideas like hers, Pisces. It’s
an excellent time to get extra creative in your
approach to raising revenue. April fool! I half-lied. It’s
true that now is a favorable time to be imaginative
about your financial life. But don’t try outlandish
escapades like hers. a

HOMEWORK: DESCRIBE WHAT YOU’D BE LIKE IF YOU
WERE THE OPPOSITE OF YOURSELF. WRITE

TRUTHROOSTER@GMAIL.COM 

Go to realastrology.com to check out Rob Brezsny’s expanded weekly
audio horoscopes and daily text message horoscopes. The audio
horoscopes are also available by phone at (877) 873-4888 or (900)
950-7700.
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Classified Place your ad: alibi.com
classifieds@alibi.com
(505) 346-0660 ext 258

w SEE PHOTOS AND MORE ONLINE AT ALIBI.COM 

Handyman Services
STUCCO RESTORATION. NE
heights. LGBT friendly. 304-
4077
7 STAR ELECTRIC - COOLING
Affordable,Experienced,Reliable
Electric,Cooling,Heating,Plumb.
Lic#353730-
EE98,MM98,GB98
www.AlbuquerqueElectricians.n
et www.AbqAirConditioning.com 

Computer
DO YOU NEED COMPUTER

hrs of time are needed. You
will be compensated for your
time. Call Dr. Mary Walker,
505-272-0580; or Dr. Joe
Anderson, 505-272-3664.
HRRC #14-220

w
MRI STUDY 18-50 y.o.
M/F with history of

mental illness for brain study.
$20 per hour. 948-3230
(HRRC # 13-637). 

w
MRI STUDY 25-50 y.o.
M/F for brain study. $20

per hour. 505-948-3230
(HRRC # 13-637).

friendly, full tail, does tricks
$100 reward. micro chipped
but not wearing collar
5753020724. Lost near
Caesar Chavez and Broadway.

Studies

w
HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE
STUDY The UNM College

of Pharmacy is recruiting
individuals taking medication
for High Blood Pressure. You
must be 40-70 years of age,
and either a current smoker or
never smoker. One visit and 2

HELP http://mcf.hanslinux.net
or call 505-385-7010 for appt.

Dance/Fitness

w
FREE ZUMBA CLASS
Want to feel good, alive

and free? Then Join me for an
ultimate-fitness party that
beats a boring old workout
any day! For more
info,gmcfarlane.zumba.com

Lost and Found
LOST MINI POODLE MOLLY
female, whitish color, VERY

Body & Soul

Real Estate

Employment

Apartments for Rent
1BR, 1BA IN-LAW APART NE
near San Mateo/Lomas,430sqft
in quiet safe area, no
dogs,lease. Quiet,resp tenant w
ref. 2652281

Houses for Rent
BRUNI/KARR AGENCY Many
fine homes available. All areas,
all price ranges. Call for faxed
lists. www.brunikarr.com. No
Fees. 296-0726.

General Real Estate

w
UNM/CNM/DOWNTOWN
Studios,1,2 & 3 bedroom

units. William H. Cornelius, III
Real Estate Consultant 243-
2229 www.corneliusmgmt.com

South Valley
ISLETA & ARENAL Large 1
Bdrm in a quiet country
setting. $650.00 mo incl
utilities. $200 DD No Pets
659-2942

Wellness
CONCERNED ABOUT YOUR
DRINKING? Interested in
alternatives to the treatments
currently available? UNM
researchers are conducting a
study to see if a medication
promotes recovery from
problems with alcohol.
Qualified participants will
receive medication, study-
related medical care and will
be compensated for their

505-332-3339 LMT Lic.
#5694.

Metaphysical
RELAXATION SESSION Guided
meditation, breathing
techniques, and muscle
tension release.$65/hr call
505-249-0606

w
READER & SPIRITUAL
COACH Loving-

Affordable-Real-Local &
Accurate Spiritual Readings!
505-501-0699

596.$60/hr. Mon-Sat, 8am-
8pm. Shower facilities
available.
NEW TO ALBUQUERQUE! LI’S
ASIAN MASSAGE Centrally
located near
Downtown/University/Sunport
123 Yale SE (corner of
Gold/Yale) Hours 9:30am -
9:30pm, $30/hr 505-200-
2949 LMT #7362 Shower
facility available Free parking 
BEAUTIFUL MASSAGE 8210
La Mirada NE Ste. 400. Call

time. For information call 505-
925-4344. HRRC #12-428

Licensed Massage

w
MASSAGE 505-373-
4179

www.BareFootTherapeutics.co
m Arlene Carol Graham
LMT#7318
TENSE? UPTIGHT? STRESSED
OUT? Want to truly relax?
Massage by Carol is the
answer. 250-1198. LMT

Employment
START MAKING MONEY
TODAY! Girls Needed for
Artistic Nude Modeling. Must
be 18-45 years old. No exp.
nec. Completely confidential
and safe. 505-242-3775.
APPLY TODAY-START

docs, Word, Excel, InDesign,
PowerPoint. Resume to
fishman@consensusplanning.c
om

w
FEMALES 18-35 HIRED
CASH* Glamour nude

photo modeling. $$$ paid
today. Must be comfortable
w/nudity. Discreet. ABQ.505
750-2058

w/ land use policy docs &
regs, census data, surveys,
land use devel & zoning
codes, historic preservation &
land use strategies,
community outreach, long
range, master plan &
neighborhood docs, zone map
amendment, site devel plan,
technical reports & planning

TOMORROW! Call Center -
San Mateo & I40. $9hr +
bonus - 20-30 hours per wk.
2 - 3 consec days off. Call
602-330-5677
PLANNER FOR CONSENSUS
PLANNING, ALBUQUERQUE.
Requires MA Community &
Regional Planning + 5 yrs exp

by Matt Jones

Across
1 Wednesday stuff

4 Rehearsed ahead of time

10 Second addendum to a letter,
briefly

13 Siegfried’s colleague

14 Quasi-eco-themed Pauly Shore
movie

15 Cry of recognition

16 Rock guitarist’s accessory

17 Deviating off-course

18 “Danny and the Dinosaur”
author ___ Hoff

19 Stores owned by the guy who
played Frasier’s dad?

22 Like xenon or krypton

23 Landing place

25 In ___ (working in harmony)

26 Just ___ (a little under)

31 Hand-held fare

32 Irish-Caribbean island chain?

34 Blackjack component

37 Ready-to-hug position

38 ___ de la Cite (Notre Dame’s
locale)

39 Showy birds at the dance?

41 Creamy cracker spread

42 John Denver Band bassist Dick
(anagram of SINKS)

43 Laments loudly

47 Carpentry tools

49 Ab-developing exercise

50 Make a circular trip starting
between California and Nevada?

56 Columnist Savage

57 It goes up and down while you
eat

58 Stare at

59 L squared, in Roman numerals

60 High flier

61 Raymond’s nickname on “The
Blacklist”

62 Big boss

63 “Capote” costar Catherine

64 ‘60s campus gp.

Down
1 Cologne brand named after a
Musketeer

2 Lots and lots of

3 Tex-Mex ingredient?

4 Kingly title

5 British party member

6 Levine of Maroon 5

7 “You’ve ___ Friend” (James
Taylor hit)

8 Abu Dhabi VIP

9 Cruise ship levels

10 Rye topper

11 Yearly exam

12 Hangdog

14 Hell-___ (determined)

20 “Lord of the Rings” beast

21 “Let’s Roll” jazz singer James

24 Throw out, as a question

26 Ogre in love with Princess
Fiona

27 “Masters of the Universe”
protagonist

28 Dinosaur in Mario-themed
Nintendo games

29 Bassoons’ smaller relatives

30 Goat-legged deities

32 Savion Glover’s specialty

33 Cleveland ___, OH

34 “Dancing Queen” music group

35 Uno, e.g.

36 Actor Hector of “Chicago
Hope” and “Monk”

40 Like “haxored” and “pwn’d”

43 “Chandelier” chanteuse

44 They may be significant

45 Encouraged, with “up”

46 Does 80 in a 40, perhaps

48 He’ll tell you there’s no “I” in
“TEAM”

49 Part attached at the hip?

51 Well-off person, so to speak

52 Stubbed piggy toe, e.g.

53 “Israel Through My Eyes”
author

54 Pledge drive bag

55 ___ about (roughly)

56 Hip-hop’s Run-___

©2015 Jonesin’ Crosswords 

“Ah Yes!”–open wide and you know the rest.

LAST WEEK CROSSWORD ANSWERS
“Inside Out”—a different kind of

reversal.

This week’s answers online at alibi.com.

BY RYAN NORTH



MEDICUS CANNABIS PROGRAM
Evaluation For NM Cannabis Program

(PTSD, Chronic Pain, etc)
Call (505) 218-9999

WWW.URCUBE.NET
Your College & University Book Exchange

FREE HYPNOSIS SESSION
STAN ALEXANDER, M.Ed., C.Ht. 884-0164.

WE TRANSFER FILM, VINYL,
TAPES TO DIGITAL

HIGHEST QUALITY/BEST
SERVICE/LOCAL

ROLLING R PRODUCTIONS
505-268-8341

Find us on Facebook

WEB DESIGN, PHOTOGRAPHY
& GRAPHIC DESIGN

Rabbitworks - Sharon Myers 505/286-1691
www.rabbitworksnm.com

ERIC WILLIAMS 
PHOTOGRAPHY
On location portraits, 

headshots, publicity photos.
ERICWPHOTO.COM
505-269-8493

DESERT GROWS KITCHEN
Serving delicious naturally-grown food

6916 4th St NW 505-362-6813
www.facebook.com/DesertGrowsKitchen

ESSENTIAL OIL SEMINAR
Learn and Earn 505-321-5136

Flying Star 29 March 630pm nob Hill

MENDY LOU PSYCHIC. 
Palm Reading & Tarot. 

139 Harvard SE. 239-9824.
www.mendylou.com

CASH FOR YOUR CAR OR
MOTORCYCLE!

Needing repairs, No Problem! Call Kenny, 362-2112.

$ WE PAY CASH FOR $
DIABETIC TEST STRIPS

505-859-3060
Sexaholics Anonymous 12 Step Recovery 

899-0633
www.sa-abq.org

MARIJUANA CARD RENEWALS
for all qualifying conditions 

(505) 275-3599
MedicalCannabisProgram.com

WWW.YOURGLOVESOURCE.COM
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